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ABSTRACT
Nanoscale lithium transition metal phosphate olivines have become commercially
important as positive electrode materials in a new generation of lithium-ion batteries. Not
surprisingly, many energy storage compounds undergo phase transitions in-situ, including the
production of metastable phases. Unique to this environment is the frequent application of
electrical over- and underpotentials, which are the electrical analogs to undercooling and
superheating. So far, overpotential effects on phase stability and transformation mechanisms
have not been studied in detail. Here we use synchrotron X-ray diffraction performed in-situ
during potentiostatic and galvanostatic cycling, combined with phase-field modeling, to reveal a
remarkable dependence of phase transition pathways on overpotential in the model olivine Lii.
,FePO 4. For a sample of particle size -113 nm, at both low (e.g., <20 mV) and high (e.g., >75
mV) overpotentials, a crystal-to-crystal olivine transformation is preferred, whereas at
intermediate overpotentials a crystalline-to-amorphous phase transition dominates. As particle
sizes decrease to the nanoscale, amorphization is further emphasized. Moreover, in the LiipxFei.
yMnyPO 4 (y=0. 1, 0.4) system, the phase transition behavior is ovepotential dependent, and the
crystallization of the amorphous phase is overpotential driven. An extensive nonequilibrium
solid solution has been observed upon galvanostatic discharge. The misfit strain between two end
members determines the reaction type as well as the phase transformation rate. High rate
capability is expected in Lii.xFe1.yMnyPO 4 when the misfit is adequately tuned by Mn content. In
addition, the discrepancy in phase compositions between dynamic and equilibrium states can be
resolved by inter-crystallite ion diffusion among phases, e.g. ion diffusion between amorphous
and crystalline phases.
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CHAPTER 1
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the demand for energy is increasing due to the industrialization of countries all
over the world. In fact, scientists have shown that the quality of life is depending on the energy
consumption. The question is how much energy is really required to have a good quality of life,
instead of taking energy consumption for granted. Today, more than 80% of the energy we use is
taken from crude oil. However, it is now widely recognized that carbon dioxide (C0 2) gas
emissions by burning fossil fuels or gas are not only polluting the air but also creating the
problem of global warming. The global warming will cause the elevation of the temperature
which can result in increased risk of drought, floods, fire, and storms. In addition, higher
temperatures will lead to more temperature related illnesses and diseases, put wildlife at risk, or
even aggravate economic loss as a whole. These issues have been widely discussed by many
leaders from countries in the world, and numerous solutions have been presented to try to reduce
CO 2 emissions to the atmosphere.
One of the possible ways to solve this dilemma is using renewable energies. Renewable
energies (wind power, solar power, water power, and geothermal energy etc.) can reduce
people's dependence on fossil fuels which will be depleted in the near future, and cause little or
no pollution to the environment. In fact, in order to improve the efficiency of the renewable
energy, a reliable energy storage system is needed because solar radiation, waves, and wind
represent energy sources that are variable in time and diffuse in space. Regarding to the
applications, the energy storage system can be used as an energy electric grid for utility-scale
power regulation or in a portable device, for example, laptop computers, cell phones, and electric
vehicles. Furthermore, the requirements for this energy storage system are safety, low cost, high
energy density (by weight or by volume) capability, and reliability. Depending on the energy
requirements of different applications, various storage systems (i.e. batteries or capacitors) can
be considered.
Lithium ion battery is certainly a good candidate among all the energy storage systems in
terms of gravimetric and volumetric energy density.2 For example, in 1991, SONY cooperation
commercialized the lithium ion battery as a power source for the portable, entertaining,
computing and telecommunicating devices. However, safety, cost, power capability, and cycle
life are issues that continue to plague the development of the lithium ion battery for the potential
market of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) or full electric vehicles (EV). A typical
lithium ion battery consists of cathode, anode, separator, and electrolyte. Plenty of work has been
focused on these different components in order to achieve the goal of making a user and
environment friendly battery. The principles of how to combine cathode, anode, and electrolyte
in terms of thermodynamic limitations were discussed in Ref 3. The energy separation, Eg,
between LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) and HOMO (highest occupied molecular
orbital) of the electrolyte is the electrochemical window that limits the open circuit voltage of a
battery. As an anode with a A above the LUMO, it will reduce the electrolyte by donating
electrons to the LUMO unless forming a passivation layer that stabilizes the electrode. Likewise,
a cathode with a pc below the HOMO will oxidize the electrolyte by accepting electrons from
the HOMO. As a result, thermodynamic stability requires the electrochemical potentials, pA and
pc, to be within the electrolyte window. The cell open circuit voltage, Voc, of a battery can be
represented as equation (1).
eVoc = M A - c "5 Eg (1)
The electrochemical potential is the sum of chemical potential and electrical potential as
shown in equation (2) and (3), where ji is the electrochemical potential; p' is the lithium
chemical potential; n is the number of electron transfer; F is the Faraday's constant; is the
electrical potential of the electrodes, i.
p 1 -y + nFeA (2)
PC= c + nFeC (3)
pA - pc = 0, at equilibrium (4)
(pC - PA) = nF(EA - eC) (5)
Equation (4) and (5) describe the equilibrium condition that the cell voltage is driven by the
difference of the Li chemical potential in both electrodes. In other words, by using
electrochemical measurements, for example, potentiostatic charge/discharge, allows us to
understand the material properties since the voltage is primarily determined by the Li chemical
potential of the materials.
1.1 INTERCALATION MECHANISM IN LITHIUM ION BATTERY
Intercalation is a significant method to modify materials properties. For example,
topotactic insertion reactions of alkali metals into materials have been studied for the
electrochromic devices, energy storage technology and so on. Among these applications,
crystalline materials which possess of electrochemically active transition metals are widely used
in lithium ion batteries. There are two reasons for using interaction compounds in lithium ion
battery. First of all, the host crystal structure remains almost unchanged before and after the
electrochemical reaction. Second, through the theory of electrochemistry, the thermodynamic
and kinetic parameters, such as free energy, the amount of reacted species, and diffusion
coefficient, can be obtained from the cell voltage and current. Therefore, intercalation
compounds are the best candidate for anode and cathode in lithium ion battery technology.
When an anode connects with a cathode via external circuit, the anode (negative
electrode) is the reductant that gives up electrons to the cathode, and is oxidized during
electrochemical discharge process. Meanwhile, lithium ions are de-intercalated by the oxidized
anode to the electrolyte. On the other hand, the cathode (positive electrode) is the oxidant that
accepts electrons from the anode, and is reduced. In order to balance the extra charge on the
cathode, lithium ions from the electrolyte will intercalate into the cathode. In reverse, during
charging process, extra energy is required to pump electrons out of the cathode to anode, and the
lithium ions are removed from cathode to anode through the electrolyte until the charge created
by electron transfer is balanced.
1.2 CHALLENGES FOR LITHIUM ION BATTERY
The development of advanced battery technology is essential for increasingly demanding
requirements in applications ranging from consumer electronics4 to hybrid electric vehicles and
large scale electric grid, and improved battery performance depends on the optimization of
materials in various battery components'-8 . Specific energy (kWh/kg), energy density (kWh/1),
specific power (kW/g) and cycle life are criteria for evaluating the performance of a battery
system. The challenge here is that a component with high energy density usually comes with low
power density, and vice versa. Therefore, there is always a tradeoff between energy and power
density. Depending on the application, different requirements can be emphasized. For instance,
high energy density is crucial in stationary energy storage and consumer electronics, i.e. PDA,
cell phone etc.; high power or rate capability is essential for power tools and electric vehicles.
Moreover, cycle life, which defined as number of cycles before the capacity below a certain
percentage of the initial value, is another important issue when designing materials. In other
words, all the components (anode, cathode, separator, electrolyte and so on) inside the battery
have to be survived after multiple cycles. Only through adequate material design and
optimization, different requirements can be met to satisfy our needs.
1.3THESIS SCOPE
Since the work presented by Padhi et al. in 1997', olivine type lithium transition metal
phosphate has been extensively studied due to the advantages of low cost, low toxicity, and
environmental benignity. In this first journal publication about olivine type lithium iron
phosphate (LiFePO 4), olivine type LiFePO4 was demonstrated as an excellent candidate for the
cathode of a low-power, rechargeable lithium ion battery with a reversible voltage at -3.4V vs.
Li/Lie. However, due to its sluggish transportation properties, LiFePO 4 can only be used as a low
power cathode. Besides, the electrochemical insertion/extraction was limited to 0.6 Li/formula
unit, which only accounts for the specific capacity of 100- 11OmAh/g. Although LiFePO4 has
very limited performance in rate capability and energy density, this invention certainly provides
an opportunity for designing inexpensive and safe lithium ion batteries.
The reasons for limited rate capability of LiFePO 4 are its fundamentally low electronic
conductivity. To be used as a battery electrode, mixed electronic and ionic conductivity is
necessary for preservation of the charge neutrality upon lithium ion diffusion. So far, several
different methods have been presented to improve the electronic conductivity of olivines such as
the post treatment of coating particles with carbon, co-synthesizing the compound with carbon,
adding conductive polymer, and optimizing materials processing approaches". However, the
drawback of carbon coating or surface modification is that the energy density will decrease since
carbon is electrochemically inactive during electrochemically cycling.
In order to increase the electronic conductivity without compromising the discharging
capacity or energy, Chung et al. " use aliovalent transition metals (Mg2+, Al3+, Ti4+, Zr4 *, and
Nb 5+) to modify the LiFePO 4 structure. Remarkably, introducing aliovalent ions into the olivine
structure by accommodating adequate defects, the electronic conductivity can increase eight
orders of magnitude compared to the one without doping. Meanwhile, by reducing the particle
size, the diffusion length of the lithium ions can be further decreased, and lithium ions can be
inserted or extracted within a short time frame. These improvements in sluggish kinetics of
electron and ion diffusion enable LiFePO 4 to be a promising cathode material.
The electronic conductivity can be enhanced by aliovalent doping or carbon coating, and
the ionic diffusion can be resolved by minimizing particle size. One cannot help to wonder
whether these improvements are enough for high rate capability in LiFePO 4. In fact, LiFePO 4
undergoes two-phase reaction, and it follows first-order phase transformation between two end
members. Therefore, except for excellent kinetic properties, the rate of phase transformation can
actually be the rate-determining step that controls the overall LiFePO 4 performance upon charge
and discharge. Now the question is "Are there any fundamental changes due to the particle size
reduction and aliovalent doping in the structure that change the phase behavior of the material?"
Recent studies have shown that the high rate capability of LiFePO4 is highly correlated
with the stress and strain between lithium rich and lithium poor phases", and the width of the
miscibility gap19. The miscibility gap can be further minimized by reduced particle size 19, 20,
transition metal mixing',, Li-Fe site disorder",, and aliovalent substitutions. In addition, size
reduction also influences the phase stability and phase transformation pathways 25-27 that can
determine whether lithium extraction is governed by a crystalline-to-crystalline or crystalline-to-
amorphous phase transition. Interestingly, the phase stability, and phase behavior upon phase
transformation are quite different for samples with different particle sizes.
This study is to investigate the factors affecting the phase stability and possible
transformation pathways between the two end members of the model material, LiFePO 4 as well
as the multi-component olivines, LiixFe1.yMnyPO 4. First of all, pristine ordered olivines were
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studied. Samples of different particle size were tested by electrochemical methods, i.e.
galvanostatic or potentiostatic charge/discharge. By using high intensity synchrotron X-ray
coupled with electrochemical tests, the phase transformation behavior of the olivine can be
obtained simultaneously. Second, multi-component Lii.xFe1.yMnyPO 4 olivines, where y = 0.1,
0.4, were employed due to its potential use as a high voltage and high specific energy density
cathode. Synchrotron radiation is again used to perform in-situ and ex-situ XRD coupled with
electrochemical tests. Compared to ex-situ techniques, in-situ XRD provides an insight into the
dynamic structure change that is usually being neglected in ex-situ XRD. Also, the kinetics for
phase transformation is readily available in the in-situ dynamic study. We concluded that the
existence of the amorphous phase for both types of materials. The amount and composition of
the amorphous phase can be affected by particle size, stress and strain, and most important of all,
overpotentials. The dynamic change of overpotentials for real-life batteries can result in
irreversible structure changes that may affect the performance of the batteries.
CHAPTER 2
2. OLIVINE TYPE CATHODE MATERIAL
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Olivine structure
Olivine type lithium metal phosphate (LiMPO 4, M = Fe, Mn, Ni, Co) has emerged as an
important compound and become a promising family of positive materials in lithium ion
batteries. In particular, Fe based LiMPO 4 has been commercialized in applications, such as
power tools, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and so on. It has the orthorhombic structure" with
four formula units and space group Pnma. The redox voltage is -3.4V vs. Li/Lie, and the
theoretical capacity is 170mAh/g. The olivine-type LiFePO 4 is composed of a distorted
hexagonal close-packing oxygen anions, with three types of cations occupying the interstitial
sites: (1) edge-sharing LiO6 octahedra aligned in parallel to the b-axis; (2) cornor-sharing FeO6
octahedra forming a (100) plane which is perpendicular to the a-axis; and (3) tetrahedral P0 4
groups connecting neighboring planes. In fact, the FeO6 octahedra plane that is adjacent to the
LiO6 plane is separated by cornor-sharing PO 4 groups. Unlike other Fe based oxide materials that
Fe-O bonding makes the Fe2+/Fe3* redox energy close to the Fermi energy of a lithium anode, the
uses of polyanions (SO 4 2-, po 4 3-, AsO4 3-, etc.) have shown to lower the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox energy to
a useful range. This is due to the strong bonding between the P cation and the 0 anion that poses
strong induction effect on the transition metal atom (Fe) through the P-0-Fe chain. Polarization
of the electrons of the 0 anions into covalent bonding within the polyanions weakens the Fe-O
bonding and lowers the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox couple energy.
2.1.2 Lithium ion diffusion
The electron transfer process upon electrochemical reactions accompanies the
insertion/extraction of lithium ions in the structure. So lithium ion diffusion kinetics plays an
important role in determining the rate performance of the intercalation compounds.
Computational 29, 30 and experimental studies of nanoscale LiFePO 4 have shown that Li* migrates
in one dimension that is preferentially along the b-axis. In fact, compared to [100] or [001]
directions (At room temperature, D = ~10-45 cm 2 /s), the edge-sharing LiO octahedra along [010]
direction has the lowest activation barrier 29 (EA = 200mV for FePO 4, D=10~7 cm 2/s; EA = 270mV
for LiFePO4, D=10 8 cm 2/s) for Li ions to migrate.
Nishumura et al." used high temperature neutron powder diffraction combined with
maximum entropy method to show the lithium ion diffusion path. At high temperature, defects
are thermodynamically stabilized, and high thermal energy allows lithium ions to overcome the
activation barrier and hop to the neighboring sites. Besides, neutron diffraction is very sensitive
to lithium atoms, so the way how lithium atom migrates can be visually detected and monitored.
However, other reports published by Amin et al."' " indicate that the chemical diffusion
coefficient of lithium ions at -1504C is -10 9 to 10-"cm2/s for micrometer sized LiFePO4 single
crystal, but the ion diffusivity is significantly less anisotropic; electronic conductivity, ionic
conductivity and chemical diffusivity are in a two-dimensional manner instead of one-dimension.
To explain the discrepancy in chemical diffusivity, nearly isotropic diffusion for micro scale
large crystals, and anisotropic diffusion for nanosclae particles, Malik et al." used ab initio
density functional theory in the GGA+U approximation with defined parameters3 s to calculate
the formation energies of possible point defects, for example, Li-Fe disorder, Fe2+ vacancy, Li+
vacancy etc. Among all these defects, Li-Fe disorder (Li on the Fe site; Fe on the Li site) is the
most probable defect to form. The lowest formation energy for anti site defect, LiFe'-FeLi, is
0.515-0.55OeV, which is consistent with the value of 0.74eV reported by Islam et al. 3,'6 In fact,
the experimental results also show that there are 2.5-3% antisite defects in LiFePO4 single
crystals prepared by optical floating zone method32 ' ", and 7-8% in crystals prepared by
hydrothermal method. 3 ' " As a result, the antisite defects are common in LiFePO4, and can lead
to Li channel blocking once Fe occupies the Li site. Therefore, Malik et al. found the effective
Li+ mobility in LiFePO 4 is actually particle size dependent. As particle size goes down, the
channel length becomes shorter, resulting very few or even zero defects in the channel. Once the
channel is impeded by immobile Fe ion on one side, the Li ion can move backward in the Li
channel. Nonetheless, the Li ions blocked by both ends will not be able to move unless other
pathways are available. Thus, the capacity decrease due to channel blocking is minimized for
samples with small particle size.
For a perfect crystal, the diffusion behavior can be explained simply by Fickian diffusion
that the size scaling can be followed. As defect concentration increases, the diffusion time
changes dramatically, especially for small particles. For large particles, multiple crossovers
between channels are required to reach all Li+ sites, making transport intrinsically slower. So
they concluded that the chemical diffusivity in LiFePO 4 is not intrinsic but particle size
dependent.
2.1.3 LiFePO 4 Phase diagram
Phase diagram provides the condition at which thermodynamically distinct phases can
reach equilibrium. The first phase diagram for LiFePO 4 was presented by Dodd et al.39 Samples
prepared by solid state reaction were chemically delithiated to various amount of lithium by
altering the amount of oxidant, K2S20 8. Then, the sample was sealed in borosilicate glass ampuls,
filled with nitrogen atmosphere and heated to different temperatures, followed by air quenching
at room temperature. In some cases, the sample was held at high temperature in order to
expedite the phase un-mixing. All the samples were characterized by X-ray powder diffraction
and analyzed by Rietveld refinement.
The observed phases at different temperature with varying composition are consistent
with the experimental results from Delacourt et al.4 , but the heat treatment was performed for
longer times that ensure samples were closer to equilibrium conditions. The phase diagram
indicates that Lij.xFePO 4 at most compositions is composed of two phases (triphylite:T and
heterosite: H) at room temperature, and these two phases, H and T, are not stoichiometric. The
nonstoichiometry in the limited solid solution increases as temperature increases. At elevated
temperature, the complete disordered (D) or solid solution phases can be obtained and is the
dominating phases.
On the other hand, Gibot et al. "modified the particle size and ion ordering that creates
defects within the material, and found that the well-established two-phase room temperature
insertion process in LiFePO4 can be a one-phase solid solution one. Thus, the presence of defects
and cation vacancies as verified by chemical or analytical techniques are essential in determining
the phase stability.
2.2 Particle size effect
Nanoscale powders have been used in materials technology since 1980s. The uniqueness
of the nanoscale materials is that the properties, predicted only by size-scaling law, cannot
explain the phenomena we found in nanoscale dimensions. For example, the improved rate
capability reported by Chung et al." can be achieved by aliovalent doped nanoscale LiFePO4.
Other reports about undoped but nanoscale olivine LiFePO 44 1, 42 and LiMnPO 44 3 also show
improved rate capability by decreasing the particle size. Striebel et al.44 have suggested that the
enhanced rate capability can be explained solely by the size scaling effect which is demonstrated
by Fickian diffusion. In order to explore the factor that governs the improved performance of the
material, Meethong et al. 9 used potentiostatic intermittent titration tests (PITT) as well as X-ray
structural analyses to investigate the lithium nonstoichiometry, and found that the lithium
nonstoichiometry for both lithium rich (LilxFePO4) and lithium poor phases (LiyFePO 4) has
increased as particle size decreases. The nonstiochiometry "x" denotes the lithium deficiency
close to the end member LiFePO 4 phase; the "y" denotes the lithium excess close to the other
end member FePO4 phase. For aliovalent doped nanoscale sample, the non-stoichiometry is even
nearly ten times greater than the conventional coarse-grained LiFePO4.39, 41, 4s Therefore, the
fundamental change of the phase diagram for fine-grained powders depicts the propensity for
solid solution formation, which is different from the one for coarse-grain powders.
The same phenomenon was observed by Yamada et al. as well.2" They used galvanostatic
intermittent titration technique (GITT) to measure the compositions of the solid solution phases
at room temperature. Initially, the cell was charged galvanostatically at C/20 rate, then
maintained at 4.5V for 24h, forming delithiated phase: FePO 4. The cell was discharged
galvanostatically for 6 mins (0.5% of the theoretical capacity) and rested for 30 hours before the
next galvanostatic charging. The open circuit voltage (OCV) measured at this point can be taken
as the thermodynamic equilibrium potential based on composition of the electrode. The
procedure was repeated several times until the open circuit voltage (OCV) reached 3.42V, which
is the voltage for the two-phase equilibrium plateau. Likewise, for the stoichiometric electrode
with the composition: LiFePO 4, the same procedure was applied with galvanostatic charging
current. In terms of the result shown here, the nonstoichiomety for LiFePO4 can be up to 11%,
and miscibility gap between these two phases is smaller than the bulk material.3 9
Another way to characterize the lithium nonstoichiometry is by X-ray diffraction 9 .
Electrodes with different particle sizes were preconditioned at C/50 for two cycles, and charged
to 50% state of charge, corresponding to the composition: LiO.5FePO 4. Since the reaction follows
the two-phase reaction, the phase separation occurs, and forms Lil-xFePO 4 and LiyFePO 4 phases.
Rietveld refinement can precisely determine the phase fraction, lattice parameter, and stress or
strain in each phase. By using Vegard's law, the composition of each phase can be estimated. It
was found that the solid solution limits for each sample of different particle sizes is consistent
with those measured by PITT.
2.3 Strain and Stress effect
The decrease in miscibility gap as particle size decreases is due to two reasons. The first
one is the relative contribution of particle-matrix surface energy and surface stress. For example,
Meethong et al.1" found that the excess surface energy for particles of 100nm is several times
larger than the heat of demixing in Lil-xFePO 4. Similarly, the surface tension also creates
additional pressure within individual particle. The contributions from surface energy and surface
stress are dependent. Nonetheless, the free energy increase for both phases is nearly the same
amount because the two phases have similar density, surface tension, and compressibility.
Therefore, the miscibility gap may be varied by a small amount and only be affected by the
lithium composition dependent density, surface tension, and compressibility. Second, the
coherency or compatibility stress in two-phase particles can result in a contraction of the
miscibility gap with decreasing particle size. Meethong et al.1" found Samples of mean particle
size 1 l3nm has almost near zero strain in the two phases, while for 42nm samples, the
remaining strain in either triphylite or heterosite phase is large and significant (-0.66% for
triphylite; 0.355% for heterosite). This suggests that the interface between these two phases is
coherent in 42nm samples, but incoherent in 1 l3nm samples. Moreover, the volume misfit strain
for 42nm samples is smaller than the one for coarse grain samples (1 13nm). The reduced volume
misfit strain can also suggest the reduced miscibility gap and facilitate the facile phase
transformations.
The amazing thing about carrying out electrochemical tests is that the phase
transformation rate can be obtained by monitoring the decay of current, assuming no capacitive
or parasitic current, no short circuit or other regions of lithium accumulation. The PITT
measurements" have provided the information of phase transformation kinetics. For example,
the current decay monotonically during each potential step that suggests the facile phase
transformation for nanoscale sample. However, for coarse-grain sample, a higher overpotential
(-30mV) is needed to initiate the first order phase transformation, and the current is low in the
beginning and reaches the maximum value at -4 h later. This kinetic response certainly cannot
be modeled by simple diffusion process, but rather suggests a phase transformation barrier
overcome at constant potential. This barrier is due to the incoherent interface between the two
phases that large volume misfit may create dislocations or even fracture. Also, there is no residue
strain in triphylite or heterosite phase, indicating the strain has been relieved, and an incoherent
interface has been formed. The incoherent interface can certainly impede the propagation of
phase transformation. On the other hand, the volume misfit for nanoscale sample is not so big
that the residue strain in each phase is not relieved. As a result, the interface between lithiated
and delithiated phases will be retained and coherent; this is useful for facile first order phase
transformation.
The elastic energy stored at the interface can therefore contribute significantly to the
thermodynamics of two-phase reactions. The volume change due to electrochemical cycling can
lead to the formation of dislocations and defects which have been postulated as a cause for
capacity loss and poor cycle life. In order to understand the elastic energy effect on the phase
transformation, Meethong et al." proposed the thermodynamic model of the mechanical strain
energy to compare two different intercalation mechanisms: spherical shell and spherical cap. In
the literature, the core-shell mechanism 45 -4 8' * or spherical shell model was widely applied
assuming a shrinking core with the movement of the FePO 4/LiFePO 4 interface. Slight
modification from such a model were then put forward by Andersson et al. 50, who introduced the
mosaic model that considers the feasibility of nucleation to occur at multiple sites within a single
particle. Later on, different intercalation/de-intercalation mechanisms have been presented, e.g.
domino cascade model," the minimization of the elastic energy can enhance the
intercalation/deintercalation process upon electrochemical cycling.
The thermodynamic model of the effect of the elastic strain energy can be found in Ref.
[24]. The molar free energy versus lithium concentration at fixed temperature and pressure for
two coexisting phases can be described, and the common tangent and the tangent points at the
minimum free energy represent the compositions of the two coexisting phases. Now the
formation of a new phase with lattice distortion can result in the increase of the system's
potential energy because of the stored elastic energy at the interface. The energy increase in
spherical shell model is much higher than that in spherical cap model. Therefore, the most
favorable intercalation process for LiFePO4 is the spherical cap mechanism. In addition, as the
elastic strain energy is taken into account, the increased molar free energy corresponds to
different lithium concentration, resulting in reduced miscibility gap. Based on the
thermodynamic model, the contraction of miscibility gap or extended solid solution limit due to
reduction of particle size can be explained by the strain energy at the coherent interface. As for
micro-scale particle, the phase interface is incoherent and no strain energy contributes to the
molar free energy. Consequently, no extended solid solution limit can occur.
2.4 Aliovalent doping effect
Lithium transition metal phosphate has been an enabling positive electrode material for
lithium ion batteries. Most studies have focused on the ordered olivine or isovalent substitution,
for example, Mn2 + substitute for Fe2+ in LixFePO 4. Chung et al." reported a considerable
electronic conductivity increase induced by aliovalent doping. Doping can change the structure
and performance of the material in the atomic scale. Compared to the process of carbon coating
on the surface of the particle to increase the electronic conductivity, aliovalent doping provides a
way of modifying structure without sacrificing the energy density. However, later reports suggest
these effects might be due to impurity phases in the grain boundary during synthesis process.s2
s4,ss Therefore, the possibility of doping is widely debated.
The question is "Are aliovalent dopants soluble in olivine? If yes, what are the possible
defect compensation mechanisms? And how does the doping change the phase stability, structure,
and electrochemical properties?" To answer these questions, we design five different defect
compensation mechanisms 24 in order to test the extent of doping with various aliovalent dopants.
Samples were prepared by solid state reaction and tested by X-ray diffraction. The Xray
diffraction patterns were refined by Rietveld refinement, and the lattice parameter can be
obtained. We found that mechanism having the ideal crystal composition Lil-yMy"*FePO4 (Li
site substitution and Li vacancy compensation) is the most favorable.
It shows that this mechanism has the largest unit cell volume compared to undoped
samples or compositions from other mechanisms. Additionally, the unit cell volumes increase
with the dopant valence. Therefore, dopants are likely to reside in the Li site, and charge is
compensated by Li vacancy. Following studies56 also confirm the same mechanism as the one
initially presented by Chung el. al."
Therefore, there is no doubt of the possibility of doping while some others 30,36,55 were
still questioning the feasibility of doping. From the fundamental point of view, aliovalent doping
can absolutely change the lattice structure and thus affects the electrochemical properties.24, 57
PITT measurements24 also show the extended solid solution range for aliovalent doped samples.
Electrochemical property improvements can be associated with the miscibility gap shrinkage
between two end members.
In summary, the miscibility gap can be modified by isovalent or aliovalent dopants, so
the fundamental material property, for example the phase diagram, can be changed accordingly.
Figure 2.4.1 shows the size effect, temperature and doping effect on the phase diagram. It
clearly demonstrates that the solid solution region can be further extended with these effects.
Following the trend, the lattice misfit between two end members of LiFePO 4 is decreased, and
more profound electrochemical properties are described in detail in ref [57].
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Figure 2.4.1 Size, temperature, and aliovalent dopant dependent phase diagram that shows
aliovalent doped nanoparticles have the largest solid solution region and smallest miscibility
gap.58
2.5 Phase transition Pathways by ex-situ X-ray diffraction
As discussed in previous sessions, the miscibility gap can be affected by the temperature,
particle size, coherent strain, and the aliovalent doping. The phase stability and phase
transformation kinetics are critical to the performance of lithium storage electrodes. Phase
transition pathway is essentially another key issue to determine the phase stability or phase
kinetics. Therefore, the evolution of lithium rich and lithium poor phase fractions as a function of
state of charge (SOC) during electrochemical cycling was performed to understand the phase
transition behavior in Lii.xFePO 4. 2
As shown in the literature," undoped Lii.xFePO 4 samples with two different particle sizes
(1 l3nm and 34nm) were compared. By using whole pattern refinement, the phase fractions,
lattice parameters as well as residual strain can be derived at different SOC. We found that for
coarse-grain samples (I l3nm), as SOC increases, a two-phase binary lever rule is followed in
terms of phase fractions. Additionally, the unit cell volume for the lithium rich phase (triphylite)
is constant over the range studied while for the lithium poor phase (heterosite), the unit cell
volume expands at low SOC due to the nucleation of coherent interface and then reaches a
constant value at high SOC. The volume mismatch between two end members is around 6.6%
which is consistent with the data derived from electrochemical tests, i.e. PITT. Therefore, the
phase transformation behavior follows an ideal first order, two-phase reaction in coarse-grain
samples.
In contrast, for nanocrystalline materials, the phase-evolution behavior is markedly
different. No lithium poor phases (LiyFePO 4) were observed until 30% state of charge. But
instead, a hump background indicating amorphous phases was formed after 25% SOC.
Interestingly, the phase fractions do not follow the binary lever rule as expected in coarse grained
samples. For instance, at 50% SOC, -65% LiixFePO4 and -35% LiyFePO 4 were formed instead
of 50% and 50%, respectively. In terms of mass balance, other phases (i.e. amorphous phases)
which cannot be detected by Xrays must be considered in order to meet the mass balance.
According to the phase fractions and the lithium nonstoichiometry parameters derived from
Rietveld refinement, 23wt% amorphous phase (assuming fully delithiated phase, LioFePO 4) is
needed to balance the overall Li concentration at 50% SOC. Moreover, if the amorphous phase is
assumed to have the composition Lio.2FePO4, then more amorphous phase (-34 mol%) has to be
included.
TEM analysis of the samples indeed showed the presence of amorphous particles, but
those formed upon exposure to air cannot be excluded. Guyomard group" 6 1 suggested that
prolonged exposure of LiFePO4 to air and/or moisture induces chemical and structural changes
associated with Li ion deintercalation and iron oxidation. Therefore, atmosphere control is
critical in characterizing the structure of the LiFePO 4. In addition, producing highly divided
LiFePO 4 powders through low temperature synthesis may lead to structural defects that can
impede electrochemical performance."' " Given the sample processing is well controlled, the
phenomenon of non ideal phase fractions with respective to the bulk contraction raises an
interesting question that how the amorphous phase forms and behaves during the course of
electrochemical cycling. Are there any parameters that can affect the formation of amorphous
phases?
2.6 Phase transition Pathways by mathematical modeling
To explore the possible phase transition pathways in olivine materials, Tang et al.2 s used
diffuse interface thermodynamic model to assess the conditions under which amorphous phase
transformation may occur in nanoscale LiFePO 4 particles. Based on the model, they concluded
that an initial crystalline phase may undergo amorphization during cycling when the particle size
is below a critical value, Re. The appearance of disordered structures (amorphous phase) in
nanoscale olivine particles could result from the influence of surface thermodynamics and an
increased surface-to-volume ratio in nanoscale particles. In addition, the effect of applied
overpotentials on the phase stability and the misfit strain between the lithiated and delithited
crystalline phases are found to affect the phase transition pathways strongly. The overvoltage or
undervoltage is defined as the potential difference (A$) between the applied electrical potential
($) and the equilibrium phase coexistence potential ($,g). However, the overpotential is defined
as a value where the potential drop due to contact resistance has been subtracted from
overvoltages. In charging process, overpotential provides a thermodynamic driving force for
phase transitions; likewise, in discharging process, the term "underpotential" is used. Different
levels of the overpotentials can result in quite different kinetic role in nucleation and particle
growth. The effect of overpotential/underpotential is analogous to superheating or undercooling
in thermal phase transition with weak coupling to temperature dependent kinetics.
In the phase-field model, the state of a LiFePO 4 particle is characterized by three
variables: local Li concentration c(r), crystallinity Tl(r), and the radial displacement u(r) with
respect to a stress-free particle state. The total free energy of a cathode particle can be expressed
as a function of the three variables.
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The first term is the contribution of the free surface, and y(rj) is the surface tension. The
second term include three contributions from chemical free energy, fv (c, 77, T, #); elastic strain
energy, fei(eij, c, 7) ; and chemical and structural interfacial gradient energies, K2 tjc) +
. When a constant electrical potential, 0, is applied to the cathode during electrochemical
delithiation/lithiation, the particle is connected to a lithium reservoir that removes or supplies
lithium ions at a fixed chemical potential. The particle free energy in such an open system can be
evaluated in terms of particle size, strain, and applied overpotential. The energetically stable
states were calculated, and possible transition pathways were proposed according to this model.
The phase transition map upon delithiation of a crystalline LiFePO 4 particle under
moderate overpotentials in systems with different misfit strain are discussed in Ref. [25]. There
is a critical radius (Rc) below which amorphization occurs. In fact, Re increases almost
exponentially with Ae4 and diverges between Aeo =0.01 and 0.02. For the system studied here, R
approaches infinity, and amorphization is preferred for all particle sizes. Under relatively small
overpotential or thermodynamic driving force, nucleation kinetics is the rate-limiting step that
nucleation energy barrier determines the phase transitions. The two competing transition
pathways are crystalline-to-crystalline phase transition and crystalline-to-amorphous phase
transition. For coarse-grained particles, crystalline-to-crystalline phase transitions are preferred
since the crystalline phase has the lowest energy. Under low overpotentials, the crystalline-to-
crystalline transition has lower nucleation energy barrier than crystalline-to-amorphous transition
whereas crystalline-to-amorphous phase transitions are expected under moderate overpotential.
However, when the particle size is below a critical radius, R, the surface effect starts to
dominate. The crystalline-to-amorphous phase transitions has the lower energy barrier that
amorphization is preferred. Furthermore, the critical radius and the critical overpotential, Ate,
required for amorphization are misfit strain dependent. For example, the critical radius increases
from -33nm to -58nm as Ae* increases from 0% to 1%. This result is important for olivine
compounds for which misfit strains often exceed this critical value. For example, LiMnPO 4 has a
larger misfit strain (11%) compared to LiFePO 4 (4%-7%). The more pronounced tendency
toward amorphization can be expected in LiMnPO 4.
As high overpotentials are applied to the particle, the phase transition kinetics is growth
limited instead of nucleation limited under moderate or low overpotential. Tang et al." "
extended the phase-filed model developed in the previous work2 s and found that the
amorphization can be retarded. To compare the increasing difference in the Li ion diffusion rate
and structural disordering, the crystalline-to-crystalline phase transitions can be rationalized. The
Lithium ion deintercalation to complete the crystalline-to-crystalline phase transition is affected
by the driving force only, while the growth of the amorphous phases requires simultaneous Li
ion deintercalation and structural disordering to reach the equilibrium state. The simulations
predicted an upper bound Aocm above which crystalline-to-crystalline phase transitions may
occur.
CHAPTER 3
3. PHASE TRANSITION BEHAVIOR IN LiFePO4
3.1 Introduction
Material properties such as crystallite size, shape and composition, and external
variables such as temperature and pressure, affect phase stability and formation in all systems.
In electrochemical systems, an important additional environmental variable is the electrical
under- or over-potential which may produce very large Nernstian driving forces without the
usual coupling between thermodynamic driving force and kinetics that occurs in phase
transitions due to temperature. Here the term "overpotential" describes both the overpotential
during charging and the underpotential during discharging; it is defined as the magnitude by
which the potential exceeds the material's equilibrium Nernst potential.
Instead, the magnitude of driving force may be widely varied with only weak coupling to
(temperature-dependent) kinetics; metastable phases may often be produced under conditions far
from equilibrium. One example is the amorphization (i.e., glass) transition that has recently been
observed to occur isothermally during electrochemical cycling of several storage compounds
used in rechargeable lithium batteries, including silicon,65' " LiMPO 4 olivines, 25, 26 and
Li2FeSiO4.'7
For detailed investigation of the relationship between electrochemical driving force and
phase transformation pathways, we selected a technologically relevant model material, olivine
Lil-,xFePO 4, representative of the broader class LiMPO 4 (M=Fe, Mn, Co, Ni). These compounds
have been characterized with a classical first-order phase transition between lithiated and
delithiated olivine phases.' 68 However, a competing amorphization transition intrudes as
crystallite sizes decrease to about 100nm.2 6 The particle-size dependence is consistent with a
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continuum thermodynamic model 25 which predicts that amorphous phase can form preferentially
from olivine upon delithiation. There is a critical size for amorphization that depends on volume
and interfacial energy contributions, and the misfit strain between the equilibrium crystalline
phases.
Additionally, the phase transition pathways should be overpotential-dependent:
amorphization is expected for overpotentials above a critical value of tens of millivolts. There
are significant consequences of overpotential-dependent phase transition behavior. For example,
in applications such as hybrid or all-electric vehicle batteries, charge/discharge protocols produce
frequent voltage transients, and thus overpotentials; these may produce unexpected and history-
dependent phase states. Phase-state hysteresis in storage electrodes may depend on
instantaneous operating conditions as well as the material's usage history. This has direct
consequences on in-situ monitoring of state-of-charge (SOC), impedance, storage kinetics, and
battery durability due to electrochemical-mechanical coupling." Predictions of overpotential-
and time-dependent phenomena could also permit phase states and transition pathways to be
electrochemically controlled.
3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Structural Characterization using in-situ synchrotron radiation
The dynamic study of phase evolution upon charge and discharge are crucial in
understanding the lithium transport mechanism and optimizing battery performance so as to
achieve high energy or power density and cycle life. To this end, several in-situ or ex-situ
techniques, such as in-situ X-ray diffraction (XRD)70 -73 7 4 ,75-77, in-situ X-ray absorption (XAS),'7 79
8 Xray photospectroscopy (XPS),"' ex-situ Mossbauer 2,3, ex-situ Raman4-**, infrared
spectroscopy (IR), 7 ' 88 89 and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)90 -92 have been developed.
Among these techniques, in-situ Xray diffraction or absorption is the most common and
powerful technique to determine the phase or structure evolution in lithium ion batteries. In-situ
X-ray diffraction can be done by conventional X-rays,9 3 or by using high power and high
intensity synchrotron radiation. Both of them offer simultaneous and dynamic information about
the material structure evolution as external driving force is applied to the system.
However, there are several advantages of using synchrotron radiation. First of all, the
high photon flux, high brightness, and high intensity of the beam can provide diffraction
intensity several orders of magnitude more than the conventional X-ray tube. This can greatly
decrease the detection limit so that delicate phase change can be observed. Second, the property
of high collimation with small angular divergence of the beam allows us to focus the beam on a
small area of the sample. More local information of the sample can be obtained than bench-top
X-rays. Note high collimation of the synchrotron beam has the concern of preferred orientation
in diffraction peaks due to the coherence of the beam. Thus, the sample stage has to rotate in
order to minimize the particle-orientation related errors. In contrast, bench-top X-rays has a wide
divergence of the beam, so the beam colliding on the sample can be viewed as the beam coming
from various directions. No preferred orientations are found in the diffraction patterns even
though the sample stage is not rotating. Third, wide tunability in energy/wavelength by
monochromatization can be used according to the elements studied in the samples. For example,
the model material (LiFePO 4) studied in this work, element iron (Fe) can absorb and emit light
once the energy is higher and close to the Fe absorption K edge (wavelength =1.743A). The X-
ray tube using Cu target source has the wavelength of Ka = 1.5418 A, which is above and pretty
close to the Fe K absorption edge, that may cause the absorption of electrons, and emit
fluorescent light. In some cases, the diffraction patterns might be affected and misinterpreted.
Other source, i.e. Co (E =6.930keV, Ka, A =1.7902 A), can be used to eliminate the absorption.
In contrast, high energy beam can penetrate the battery cell that makes it easy to design and
construct. In addition, less interaction between the beam and the materials is expected when high
energy beam is used. Therefore, we pursue high energy (16~17keV) and high photon-flux
synchrotron to study our materials as long as the high energy synchrotron beam does not cause
any irreversible damage to the material. The energy used in this study will be described in the
following section.
Low emittance and high brilliance enables spatial resolution for in-situ imaging or other
applications. Pulse light emission can provides billionth of a second resolution that are beneficial
for fast chemical reactions. For studying mechanical properties of the materials, spatial or
temporal resolutions are substantially important. In summary, synchrotron radiation is one of the
best tools for study phase transformation mechanisms in energy storage materials.
The synchrotron source used in this thesis is in the beam line X14A, the National Synchrotron
Light Source (NSLS), Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA. Beamline X14A at Brookhaven
National Laboratory is sponsored by the Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy, Office of FreedomCAR and Vehicle Technologies, as part of the High
Temperature Materials Laboratory User Program, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, managed by
UT-Battelle, LLC, for the U.S. Department of Energy under contract number DE-AC05-
000R22725.
3.2.2 Samples and In-situ Cell design
Powder samples with different particle size were studied here. Powder sample A is a
commercially-sourced "carbon-added" LiFePO4 (Aldrich Chemical) having 14.8 m2/g BET
specific surface area and 113 nm equivalent spherical particle diameter. Sample B was
synthesized as described in ref.17 and has a BET specific surface area of 48.8 m2/g,
corresponding to an equivalent spherical particle diameter of 34 nm. This sample was also
examined after heat-treating at 800*C for 5h in argon atmosphere to coarsen it to 7.6 m2/g and
220 nm equivalent spherical particle diameter (Sample C). Electrodes were fabricated by mixing
79 wt% positive active material, 10 wt% conductive carbon black (Super PTM, M.M.M. Carbon,
Brussels, Belgium) and 11 wt% Kynar 2801 binder, and acetone as a solvent. The formulation
was coated onto 25 pam thick aluminum foil current collectors at loadings of ~3.5 and 7 mg/cm2
of active material for final coating thickness of ~150 m and 225 gm, respectively. The in-situ
transmission cells used modified coin-cell hardware (CR-2025) as shown in Figure 3.2.1. A
small circular window (0.25 inch diameter) was cut into each half of the cell, and masked with a
sheet of 125 pm thick Kapton film applied to the interior of the shell using an epoxy (Hardman@
Part#4001) previously demonstrated to be compatible with lithium ion electrolytes. Cells of this
construction were found to be stable for minimum of 2 weeks after assembly. The negative
electrode consisted of a 750 prm thick Li metal foil attached to 25 pm thick Cu foil. Two layers
of glass microfiber separator (WhatmanTM GF/A), infused with liquid electrolyte consisting of
1 M LiPF 6 in a 1:1 molar ratio of ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate (EC/DMC), separated
the negative and positive electrode. The total thickness of the stack from window to window is
less than 1.2mm. All cells were assembled under argon atmosphere to avoid any moisture
related structure change or damage. To further test the performance of the modified coin cell,
sample electrodes from the same batch were tested by Swagelok cell® and modified coin cell,
respectively. After various test conditions of potential steps and galvanostatic cycling rates, the
electrochemical performance and cyclibility of these two different kinds of cells are fairly close.
The capacity decay is mainly due to the degradation of the lithium metal used as an anode in the
test cells.
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Figure 3.2.1 Schematic diagram of an in-situ coin cell.
Diffraction data were collected at beamline X14A of the National Synchrotron Light
Source (NSLS), Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA. The high photon flux (typically 9 x
1011 photon/sec at -17 keV focused beam, wavelength = 0.7293 A. Different energy, e.g. 16keV
may be used at beam line's discretions.) is beneficial for phase quantification. The beam size was
tuned as 1mm x 2mm to maximize the diffraction intensity. High energy, high power, and high
intensity synchrotron beam allows the transmission mode of detection. The beam penetrates
through the whole cell, including cathode, anode, separators, current collectors, and electrolyte,
so the signal obtained can reflect the overall active material, not just the surface composition as
detected in the reflection mode. Full diffraction patterns were acquired in minutes with 0.005*
angular resolution, using a 640 channel linear position-sensitive silicon detector with 3.20 full-
angular span. The detector was made by the NSLS detector group led by Peter Siddons. Raw
data for each channel was recorded as I/Io x SF (Scale factor), where Io is the beam intensity
incident on the sample, I is the beam intensity reaching the Si strip detector after passing through
the sample, and SF is a scale factor, defined as the maximum beam intensity of the I0s.
Normalization of diffraction patterns using the scale factor allows us to compare peak intensities
between different scans regardless of the variation of beam intensity or data collection times.
For galvanostatic tests, X-ray spectra were collected from 20=7.4' to 18.60; each scan took 6
minutes to acquire with good S/N ratio. Depending on the C-rate tested and peak intensity for
each sample, various data collection time period can be applied in order to get enough spectra in
one electrochemical cycle. The minimum collection time for one spectrum spanned from 20=7.4*
to 18.60 is 20 seconds that high data collection rate for fast charging and discharging in lithium
ion batteries is possible. For potentiostatic tests, a narrower 20 range, 11.80 ~15.00, was collected
to further improve the S/N ratio.
3.2.3 Data processing
a) Crystalline Phase Quantification
Figure 3.2.2 shows an example of sequential in-situ spectra (every 10th spectrum is
shown) collected during galvanostatic charge, rest, and discharge at C/5 rate, and the peak fitting
and background-subtraction protocol. Typically, one spectrum was collected every 60 or 120
seconds during an experiment, resulting in dozens to hundreds of spectra depending on the C-
rate. Peaks in the 20 range 13.65* - 14.425*, which includes the LFP(211)(020), FP(21 1) and
FP(020) peaks, were used for phase quantification. Other doublet peaks for these two phases,
e.g. LFP(301) and FP(301) or LFP(200) and FP(200) may be used for quantification, but
diffraction peak (211) (020) gives the highest sensitivity towards quantification. Therefore, we
choose to use this set of peaks even though it is not a simple doublet peak.
An example of the linear background and Pseudo-Voigt function (PSF) peak shape
fitting, along with the difference plot after fitting, is shown in Fig. 3.2.2(C), accomplished with
good residual value (<2%) using JADE 9.0 software. The peak broadening due to nanoparticle
size was included in the peak fitting as well. It is seen that the spectrum can be de-convoluted
into three distinct peaks, the integrated intensities of which were used to compute phase
fractions. (For sample A, the LFP(200) and FP(200) at 8.20 - 8.4* and 8.63* - 8.850,
respectively, are well-resolved and could also be used for quantification. Results using these
peaks were in good agreement with those using the above peaks.)
The absolute amount of the LFP phase was normalized by using the LFP peak intensity in
the initial scan for each cell as an internal standard. Quantification of the FP fraction is more
problematic, as it may be miscalculated if amorphization occurs but is not taken into account.
Here we galvanostatically charged cells at C/5 rate to 4.2V, and rested for several hours. The in-
situ measured FP peak intensities were assumed to represent 100% FP phase. If some
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amorphous phase remains after this procedure, a systematic overestimate of the amount of
crystalline FP phase produced under other test conditions will result. In that instance, the
amount of amorphous phase would be even greater than what is shown in the results.
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Figure 3.2.2 (A) In-situ X-ray spectra for a cell of sample A galvanostatically charged at C/5
rate. The electrochemical state of each spectrum is labeled and two spectra scanned before and
after an open circuit rest are also shown for comparison. More than 120 scans were collected
during one charge/discharge cycle; here every 1 Oh scan is shown, and only a limited 20 range of
each scan is shown. (B) Similar spectra collected during galvanostatic discharge at C/5 rate. (C)
Example of peak-fitting profiles and the corresponding difference plot, applied to the spectrum
indicated by arrow in (A).
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b) Overpotential Quantification
In treating the experimental results, it is necessary to distinguish between the overvoltage
and overpotential. The first term is the amount by which the cell voltage exceeds the
equilibrium or open-circuit voltage of the cell at any given state of charge. The value can be
taken as the difference between applied electrical potential across electrodes and equilibrium
potential. However, the overpotential, A#, is the amount by which the potential experienced by
the active material exceeds the equilibrium potential, and can be quantified by subtracting the
following potentials from the measured cell voltage: 1) the open-circuit (equilibrium) potentials
for each sample relative to Li/Li* (previously determined to be about 8 mV higher for sample B
than A"); and 2) potential drops due to resistive elements within the cell. In our cells the
predominating potential drop occurs at the positive electrode. This was determined to be the case
using a three-electrode configuration with a Li metal reference-electrode placed at the separator
layer in the modified coin cell. Figure 3.2.3 shows two curves: the cell voltage, and the voltage
between the reference and positive electrodes, during a full charge/discharge cycle. The fact that
the two are indistinguishable from one another shows that the Li metal negative electrode has
negligible polarization during these tests. Thus the cell voltage accurately gives the potential at
the positive terminal. Based on the result, the electrical positive potential can be readily obtained
from the cell voltage in the electrochemical tests hereafter.
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Figure 3.2.3 Results from a 3-electrode cell of the same construction as used in the in-situ
experiments, except for placement of a Li reference electrode between cathode and Li anode.
Note that two curves are plotted. During charging and discharging at C/8 rate, it is seen that the
cell voltage (dashed black line) and the voltage between the positive electrode and the lithium
metal reference electrode (red line) differ negligibly. This shows that nearly all polarization
occurs at the positive electrode, and that the potential at the positive current collector can be
represented by the cell voltage.
The ohmic contributions originate from the porous matrix's inherent resistance and
contact resistances such as between the current collector and electrode coating.* The matrix
resistance depends on electrode composition and thickness, and may vary with the SOC. For
each sample, the sum of contact and ohmic resistances was determined during the initial charge
cycle with changes in cell voltage upon stepwise changing the galvanostatic current. As shown
in Figure 3.2.4, the ohmic resistance varies with electrode thickness, and is two times higher for
sample B at the same formulation and thickness, but is constant with SOC in all electrodes.
Subtraction of these ohmic-resistance voltage drops gives the instantaneous experimental
overpotentials.
Overpotential (OP) = overvoltage (OV) - IR
where overvoltage (OV) = Eappi-Eeg,
Eappi = applied potential
Eeq= equilibrium potential (3.430V and 3.43 8 for sample A and B, respectively)
I = responsive current
R = ohmic resistance
Note that Ohm's law does not allow the entire electrode to be at the same potential as
long as current is flowing. In these experiments we have attempted to minimize the potential
drops across the electrode coatings by using thin coatings with low active materials loadings of
-3.5 and -7 mg/cm2 , which are over a factor of 2 less than those used in even low impedance,
high power Li-ion battery electrodes. These thin electrodes still contain enough active material
to allow good signal-to-noise ratio in the in-situ X-ray measurements.
Eq. 3.2.1
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Figure 3.2.4 Sum of contact and ohmic resistance for the four electrode castings used in this
study, measured from the voltage drop when cells undergoing 1 C galvanostatic charging are
periodically switched to different galvanostatic rates, C/5, C/10, or C/5O, for 3 seconds. The
resistance (R) is calculated as R = (V2-VI)/(12-11). The test sequence is labeled for the sample of
1 3n particle size and 150pm electrode thickness (black squares) as follows: Step 1 is when
current is switched from 1C to C/5, step 2 is from 1C to C/10, and step 3 is IC to C/20,
respectively. The other curve followed the same sequence. The state of charge (SOC) shown
here is based on the theoretical capacity of LiFePO4 (l7OmAh/g). It is seen that the sum of
contact and ohmic resistances varies between the two powders and with electrode thickness, but
remains relatively constant with state-of-charge. The average resistance of each electrode over
the tested range was used to calculate the voltage drop due to ohmic resistance during
galvanostatic testing, and subtracted from the total cell voltage to arrive at the overpotential.
3.2.4 Experimental setup and strategy
To measure overpotential dependence, lithium half-cells were potentiostatically and
galvanostatically cycled while diffraction data were obtained in-situ. These tests were performed
on two reference (undoped) Lii.xFePO 4 powders for which extensive data have previously been
studied. 8' 19,26,57 Powder diffraction spectra were collected in transmission mode using a linear
position-sensitive silicon detector with angular resolution of 0.0050. To accurately monitor the
phase evolution as a function of state of charge, cells were charged with low C-rate (C/10) to the
voltage plateau region above the solid solution limit where two phases coexist by
thermodynamics. This approach can exclude the interference of the solid solution that depends
on the particle size of the sample.
Figure 3.2.5 shows the in-situ X-ray diffraction setup at beam line X14A, Brookhaven
National Laboratory. Beam alignment and calibration were performed before tests based on the
lattice parameters of the pristine cathode material LiFePO4 with the space group : D21, Pnma. In
addition, the signal collected from low angles may partially originate from the scattering of the
direct beam that high background in the pattern is expected. To minimize the impact of the direct
beam, a thin lead (Pb) plate was placed behind the cell to block all the scattering from the direct
beams. However, the signal from other amorphous components, e.g. Kapton film, separator, and
electrolyte, can still result in the background at low angles. These can be removed by subtracting
the background through peak fitting process.
Figure 3.2.5 In-situ XRD setup at the beam line X14A, Brookhaven National Laboratory. The
high data-collecting rate detector (not shown here) allows fast acquisition for photons, and
transmission mode is used in this experiment.
3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 Potentiostatic Tests
We first discuss results from potentiostatic measurements, in which a fairly wide range of
overpotential, A# was accessible by varying the cell voltage. Note that A# is not constant during
a potentiostatic hold, since the current and related ohmic drops, vary with time. Meethong et
al." previously measured the multiphase-equilibrium potential of the present sample materials
using galvanostatic titration (PITT) and found that it differs slightly between samples A( 13nm)
and B(34nm), being 3.430V and 3.438V, respectively. The difference in particle size or systems
with wide particle size distribution can result in inter-crystallite ionic diffusion based on the
substantial difference in thermodynamic potentials. On the other hand, Van der Ven et al.95 also
pointed out that surface energies and nano-particle size distribution have effects on the open
circuit voltage of the electrodes, which implies that particle size distribution is essential in
determining the equilibrium two-phase coexistence potential. In fact, the nanoscale particles
studied here have a narrow size distribution that the interaction between particles can be
minimized or excluded.
The compositional width of the lithium miscibility gap decreases with particle size,19 thus
increasing the SOC range where a continuously-varying single-phase/solid-solution equilibrium
potential exists. To study the onset of phase transformations, we first charged the test cells to the
limiting solid-solution concentration. A galvanostatic intermittent titration (GITT) protocol with
C/10 current pulses producing 2 to 3.4 mAh/g capacity steps was applied, after each of which
cell voltages were relaxed under open-circuit conditions. The single phase Lilx..FePO 4
composition limit is reached when the open-circuit voltage (OCV) reaches the "plateau" voltage.
The cell voltage was then stepped to a new potentiostatic value at which time-dependent current
was measured. These and the ohmic resistance (Fig. 3.2.4), determine AO versus SOC according
to Eq. 3.2.1. Simultaneously, X-ray spectra were collected until the potentiostatic current had
decayed to C/50. Depending on applied potentials and samples, the overall collection time can
vary from 2 -10 hours.
In sample A (113nm), the instantaneous current responses at different applied voltage
show quite different kinetics as shown in Figure 3.3.1. For instance, at low overvoltage (120mV),
the current is initially low, rising slowly to reach its value ca. 20 minutes later, and then decaying
until the cutoff current (C/50). Assuming no capacity current, short circuit, parasitic reactions, or
other regions of lithium accumulation, the current measured here is indicative of the phase
transformation rate. This kinetic response clearly cannot be modeled by any simple diffusion
process, and suggests a phase transformation barrier that is gradually overcome as the reaction
proceeds. At intermediate overvoltage (220mV), same kinetics is observed while the nucleation
barrier is quickly overcome (<iminute) where the current decays monotonically. Finally, high
overvoltage test shows a significantly different response, there is a maximum current at the start
of the voltage increment, followed by a rapid but monotonic decay. The instantaneous current for
each potential increment was used to calculate overpotentials, and the corresponding capacity
(SOC) was obtained by integrating the current with time as the phase transformation reactions
proceed.
Figure 3.3.2 shows the current response for sample B (34nm) at three different potential
steps. At 112mV of overvoltage, the current drops rapidly and stays nearly constant. Nanoscale
particles have high surface area and thus low current density, causing the system to be in
equilibrium quickly. As the overvoltage increases, more Cottrell-like diffusion current is
obtained which suggests a growth-limiting reaction instead of a nucleation-limiting one. The
results are consistent with the kinetics study by Meethong et al.57 Note the highest overvoltage
measured here is 662mV, which is equivalent to 4.10V in cell voltage. Under such extreme
circumstance, the cell is still stable over several cycles of charge and discharge, meaning the
high voltage does not cause any irreversible or damaging reactions to the electrodes.
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Figure 3.3.1 Instantaneous current response vs. time at three different overvoltages: 120mV,
220mV, and 370mV for sample A (d=113nm). The cutoff current for each voltage increment is
equivalent to C/50 rate. At low overvoltage, the current increases to a maximum and then decays
monotonically with time, indicating a nucleation-limited reaction. As overvoltage increases, the
current reaches the maximum in the beginning of the potential step and decays with time which
suggests the nucleation barrier can be overcome easily and no longer a rate limiting step. Finally,
the particle growth of the phase is instead the main rate-limiting step at high overvoltage.
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Figure 3.3.2 Instantaneous Current response vs. time at three different overvoltages: 112mV,
212mV, and 662mV for sample B (d=34nm). The cutoff current for each potential increment is
equivalent to C/50 rate. For the potential increments tested here, all of which show rapid but
monotonic current decay from the start of the charge. Note the current spike at 212mV
overvoltage is due to the power spike from the instrument.
The in-situ potentiostatic measurements resulted in results such as those in Figures 3.3.3
and 3.3.4, showing evolution of the LFP/FP phase fractions upon the first charge (delithiation).
For each material, three cells were made from electrodes punched from a single coating. Figure
3.3.3A plots results for sample A(1 l3nm) at overvoltages (OV) of 120 mV, 220 mV and 370 mV.
The LFP fraction, fup, decreases approximately linearly with increasing charge capacity at each
voltage. The corresponding FP fraction, however, shows different evolution behavior at each
potentiostatic voltage.
" At OV= 120 mV, the FP-fraction, fFp, has a corresponding linear increase-consistent
with fLp +fp =1. This is "conventional" behavior in which only the two crystalline
phases are present, and their respective fractions obey the binary lever rule.
" At OV=220 mV, a markedly different behavior is observed: no FP phase is detected
until a -67% state of charge occurs (100% SOC corresponds to the complete removal
of lithium, x=l, equivalent to 170 mAh/g of specific capacity). When the potentiostatic
charge was terminated the SOC was ~82/o- however, fr. corresponded to only 30%
and fmyp +fFp =0.4. We conclude that the remaining 60% of the Lii.xFePO4 must be
noncrystalline. (Note that particle size broadening was taken into account in
quantifying the phase fractions).
" At the largest overvoltage, 370 mV, the phase-fraction vs. SOC behavior is
intermediate between that at 120 and 220mV. At all SOC, the sum fm +fp <1,
indicating presence of amorphous phase, and when potentiostatic charging is complete
fLFp +frp ~0.7, indicating ~30% residual amorphous phase.
The striking conclusion is that the crystalline-to-crystalline phase transition appears to be
preferred at both low (120 mV) and high (370 mV) overvoltage, while amorphization dominates
at the intermediate overvoltage (220 mV). However, we do not exclude the possibility of
amorphization at high overpotential where recrystallization may occur. We know of no previous
experimental or theoretical results suggesting such an effect.
Upon subtracting ohmic resistance (IR) from the overvoltages (OV) to obtain the
overpotential, A, a more detailed correlation between A# and the preferred phase transition
pathway emerges. The data from OV=120, 240, and 370mV have been replotted in Figure
3.3.3B-D (1 l3nm particles) against Ap. In each case, the first 10 seconds of data have been
removed to exclude possible spurious results due to high initial capacitive currents. We
emphasize the correlation between the value of the overpotential at the beginning of charge (i.e.
at low capacity) and the phase transition pathway. For the lowest overvoltage (OV=l2OmV),
Figure 3.3.3B plots the crystalline FP fraction (open symbols) and A# (closed symbols) against
charge capacity (mAh/g). Note that FP crystallizes immediately upon charging, and increases
linearly with SOC. Simultaneously, A p remains below 20 mV until the electrode is about half-
charged, and then rises sharply until it ultimately approaches the limiting value of 120 mV.
Plotted as dashed lines in Figure 3.3.3B are the critical overpotentials below and above which
the crystalline-to-crystalline transition is preferred, based on the model (Ref. [63]). We see that
the overpotential starts in and remains in the crystallization region until 60 mAh/g of charge
capacity has accrued (35% SOC). Correspondingly, the preferred phase transition is to the
crystalline FP phase, even as the overpotential traverses the regime where amorphization is
preferred. One expects that once crystallization of FP has initiated, it is able to continue due to
the presence of many crystalline nuclei.
In contrast, at OV=220 mV, Figure 3.3.3C, the overpotential (closed symbols) is almost
immediately in the amorphization regime. Correspondingly, the crystalline FP fraction (open
symbols) remains near zero until more than 100 mAh/g of charge capacity has accrued (-60%
SOC). Figure 3.3.3A shows that the LFP fraction (closed triangles) is decreasing linearly during
this process. Clearly, mass balance requires the presence of another phase that is not detectable
by X-ray diffraction - an amorphous phase.
At the highest overvoltage, OV=370 mV, the overpotential rises immediately to the
second crystallization regime at high overpotentials. Correspondingly, the FP fraction increases
immediately upon charge, while the LFP fraction again decreases linearly with SOC (Figure
3.3.3A). The increase in FP with SOC is less steep than is expected from the binary lever rule,
suggesting that some amorphous phase is present even though crystallization of FP dominates.
The delithiation simulations reveal that a shift in the phase transition pathway from crystalline-
to-amorphous to crystalline-to-crystalline occurs when overpotential is raised above a
characteristic potential, A 0 . The magnitude, Aoc, increases with M./ML where M. and Mu are
the mobility for amorphous phase and Li ions, respectively. Aoc is not an absolute value since the
magnitude of M. is less certain. Nevertheless, an upper bound, Aoc""", can be estimated as
MM/Mu = 00. Thus we conclude that the preferred phase transformation sequence depends on A,
and favors the amorphous phase at intermediate values of A# for particle size of 11 3nm.
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Figure 3.3.3 In-situ synchrotron XRD measurements of phase fractions for sample A, of 113ne
mean particle size, during the first cycle of potentiostatic charging. (A) Over-voltage
dependence of LFP (solid symbol) and FP (open symbol) crystalline fractions, in electrodes of
225pm thickness. The overvoltage is calculated by subtracting the LFP/FP equilibrium potential
vs. Li/Li*, measured in Ref [26], from the cell voltage. W~hile all three cells show a linear
decrease in LFP fraction with charge capacity, the increase in FP fraction is strongly dependent
on potentiostatic voltage. Figs (B-D) plots the ohmic-resistance-corrected overpotentials, A0, vs.
SOC for overvoltages 120, 220, and 370 mV. The filled squares show variation in A$ with
specific charge capacity, while the open circles show the corresponding fraction of crystalline
FePO4 (FP). Dashed lines refer to results from the phase-field model.
Results from a single sample may not be considered fully convincing, and therefore we
now refer to Figure 3.3.4, which shows results for Sample B (34nm) at OV=1 12, 212, and 662
mV. At this particle size of 34 nm, ref. [63] predicts that amorphization is the preferred
transition pathway from zero overpotential until the upper critical overpotential is reached at
about A#-70 mV. Figure 3.3.4A shows that upon charge, the LFP fraction at all three
overvoltages decreases with SOC, but not linearly as would be the case if all extant phases are
crystalline. The greater-than-expected LFP fraction could be explained by a metastable
delithiated solid solution of LFP; this possibility is discussed below with respect to Figure 3.3.5.
For sample B, at all three overvoltages, the FP fraction is negligible for charge capacity up to
about 60 mAh/g (-35% SOC). Thereafter, the crystallization of FP, or lack thereof, depends on
the value of the overpotential. In Figures 3.3.4B-D, the results are again plotted vs. ohmic-
resistance-corrected overpotential, A#. In Figure 3.3.4B (OV=1 12 mV), the overpotential
remains in the amorphization regime until 100 mAh/g of charge capacity has accrued.
Correspondingly, the FP fraction remains low at -0.1 within this regime. However, once A#b
exceeds 70 mV, entering the crystallization regime, a sharp increase in the crystalline FP fraction
is observed. Unlike the case in sample A that no crystalline phases were detected even though
the overpotential entered the crystalline-to-crystalline regime (e.g. Figure 3.3.3C), the high
surface area in sample B does allow crystalline nuclei to form once the overpotential is large
enough to facilitate the Li diffusion and particle growth. In Figure 3.3.4C (OV=212 mV), the
result is similar. The crystalline FP fraction remains low while A# remains within the
amorphization regime, and then rises sharply once A# enters the crystallization regime. In
Figure 3.3.4D (OV=662 mV), the initial overpotential cannot be determined accurately due to
capacitive current transients. However, it is clear when the FP fraction begins to rise sharply at
~40% SOC, Ap is well above 200 mV, and remains in the crystallization regime thereafter. Note
that only for the OV=662 mV experiment does the final FP fraction approach unity, despite the
charge capacities being similar in all three cases. Thus, a large overpotential produces a more
complete transformation to crystalline FP in these nanoscale particles.
We explored the question of metastable solid solution formation by monitoring peak
shifts during the in-situ experiments, since these reflect changes in unit cell parameters that are in
turn correlated with composition via the Vegard's law relationship for this material. Figure
3.3.5 compares in-situ diffraction spectra collected during 1 C rate charging of Sample B at its
initial 34 nm particle size (Fig. 3.3.5B), and after coarsening to 220nm (Fig. 3.3.5A). For the
220nm particle size sample, neither the LFP nor FP peaks shift noticeably as a function of state
of charge. This was also the case for Sample A (113nm), and indicates minimal solid solution
formation, consistent with the equilibrium phase diagram for coarse samples. However, for the
34nm particle size sample, both the LFP and FP peaks shift systematically to higher 20 with
increasing SOC. For the LFP, this is consistent with delithiation (shrinking unit cell volume).
For the FP, this suggests that the initially-formed phase is supersaturated with Li and evolves
towards a more delithiated composition. At the same time, the background intensity in Fig.
3.3.5B can be seen to increase, consistent with the formation of amorphous phase. For both
crystalline phases, the magnitude of the peak shift translates to a variation in Li content of -5%.
The positive deviation from linearity of the LFP fraction vs. SOC in Fig. 3.3.4A could be
explained by nonstoichiometry of this order in the LFP. The continuous peak shift with SOC in
Fig 3.3.5B indicates that the compositions are not "pinned" while in co-existence with each other
and the amorphous phase, however. We conclude that while charging does produce detectable
variations in solid solution in the 34 nm particle size sample, these are not so extensive as to
suggest that metastable crystalline solid solutions are a primary phase transition pathway. This
was true in the present study for charge rates up to 3C; still higher charge rates could produce
different results under higher overpotentials. Regarding the effect of particle size, here we are
able to compare sizes of 34nm, 113nm and 220nm, and find that the results fall remarkably close
to what is predicted in Ref. [63].
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Figure 3.3.4 In-situ synchrotron XRD measurement of phase fractions for sample B, of 34nm
mean particle size, during the first cycle of potentiostatic charging. (A) Over-voltage
dependence of LFP (solid symbol) and FP (open symbol) crystalline fractions, in electrodes of
225pm thickness. Delayed crystallization of FP with respect to charge capacity indicates that
amorphization is the predominant transition for this particle size at low overpotentials. (B)
Overpotential (Ap) dependence of the FP crystalline fraction, at overvoltage = 112mV. The
overpotential is calculated by substracting the LFP/FP equilibrium potential and the potential
drop due to ohmic and contact resistance from the cell voltage. (C) Overpotential dependence of
the FP crystalline fraction, at overvoltage = 212mV. (D) Overpotential dependence of the FP
crystalline fraction, at overvoltage = 662mV. Dashed lines refer to results from the phase-field
model.
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Figure 3.3.5 In-situ X-ray diffraction patterns collected during 1C rate charge with scans taken
at 2 min intervals over the 20 range shown; at -16 keV (0.7738A). (A) 220nm particle size and
(B) 34nm particle size sample, denoted sample B in text. The coarsened sample in (A) was
obtained by heat treating sample B at 800*C for 5 hours in Ar atmosphere. Note that (B) exhibits
broader peaks and a systematic shift of both the LFP and FP peaks during charging, as well as an
increase in the background intensity in the 20 range 15-16*. In contrast, there is no significant
peak shift in (A) during charging. "*" in (A) indicates a peak from an electrochemically inactive
impurity phase, the intensity and position of which does not change during charging.
The experiment and the model are consistent with each other, despite simplifying
assumptions in the model such as: 1) the particle shapes are spherical (this is nearly the case for
sample B, A is more anisometric1 9 , 26); 2) Interfacial energies are isotropic (valid for the
amorphous phase only 96); 3) The amorphous phase uniformly coats the particle; and 4) lithium
diffusion in the crystalline phase is isotropic. Note that no adjustment of the materials
parameters were carried out to improve fit to the experiments; the exact same values are used to
produce the results as were previously used in Ref. '. The prediction that the crystalline-to-
crystalline phase transition is preferred (i.e., has a smaller activation energy) below a critical
value of overpotential, Aorit (-20 mV for large particles) is consistent with the experimental
results for sample A (113nm, Fig. 3.3.3). The prediction that Aocit decreases with particle size,
and vanishes below a critical radius of 35 nm is consistent with the results for sample B (34 nm,
Fig 3.3.4).
The new prediction of a secondary crystalline-to-crystalline phase transition pathway
above a critical overpotential, Ap"", is also supported by the experimental data (Fig. 3.3.3D
and Fig 3.3.4). This behavior originates in part from an interesting feature of electrochemically-
driven phase transitions that differs from thermal phase transitions. In most thermal phase
transitions, the driving force increases with undercooling, but simultaneously the transformation
kinetics become more sluggish as temperature decreases. In electrochemically-driven phase
transitions, which may take place under isothermal conditions or even produce a temperature rise
(e.g., self-heating) the kinetics need not decrease as the driving force increases (larger
overpotential). Comparing the two competing transformation pathways, at larger overpotentials
(> A1 ), nucleation of the amorphous phase is expected to become very facile, hence its growth
may become rate-limiting. In addition, a higher overpotential should generate a larger Li* out-
flux from the particles while having no direct effect on the structural disordering kinetics. In
contrast, in the crystalline-to-crystalline transformation where the relative atomic positions are
fixed, the crystalline LFP to delithiated amorphous transition requires coupled lithium diffusion
and structural disordering at the growth front. At sufficiently large overpotentials, the structural
disordering process becomes slow compared to lithium diffusion. As a result, the direct
crystalline phase transformation, which can be accommodated by lithium diffusion alone,
reemerges as the preferred transition.
The results in Ref. [63] contain one additional critical overpotential, A#,, above which it
is predicted that the amorphization reaction is not only favored but is spontaneous (i.e., the
nucleation barrier vanishes). The current experiments do not test this transition; it cannot be
resolved whether the amorphization transition is spontaneous or thermally activated.
3.3.2 Galvanostatic Tests
Practical use of rechargeable batteries is of course not limited to potentiostatic operation.
We also conducted in-situ galvanostatic tests of both samples, during which the overpotential
and phase fractions were simultaneously measured. One series of results, in which sample A
tested at C/5, 1C, and 2.6C rates, is shown in Figure 3.3.6. Consistent with the potentiostatic
experiments, these show that fi is lowest at intermediate (1C) charge rate corresponding to an
intermediate A p. At both lower and higher C-rates (and A#), crystallization of FP is enhanced.
Moreover, at all C-rates, a sharp increase in crystallization is observed at large SOCs when Aqp is
the highest.
In contrast, the phase evolution upon discharging process may be underpotential
dependent as well. Underpotential is the thermodynamic driving force where the electrical
potential, smaller than the equilibrium potential, is applied to the particles. Here we use
overpotential to include all the driving forces discussed in charging and discharging process.
At C/5-rate discharge (Figure 3.3.6A), upon discharge, the FP phase decreases at the
same rate as LFP phase increases, showing almost symmetric phase evolution. Nonetheless, at
1 C rate (Figure 3.3.6B), the FP phase fraction does not change as LFP phase emerges. It
strongly suggests that the amorphous phase formed in the previous charging process can be
stable and retained after 30-minute open circuit rest until discharge commences. Also the
amorphous FP phase is electrochemically active so that the FP crystalline phase fraction keeps
constant at the beginning of discharge and then decrease with SOC. At high C-rate (2.6C, Figure
3.3.6C), the phase evolution primarily followed the crystalline-to-crystalline phase transition
even though the data points are sparse to see the detailed changes. Detailed modeling about
underpotential effect has not been developed, but one may expect the phase transition behavior
upon discharge is fruitful as the one upon charge.
Another approach to resolve the overpotential effect on amorphization is that after one
cycle of charge and discharge, the phase fraction for LFP does not return to the original value at
intermediate overpotential. Only at low C-rate (C/5, tentatively low overpotential) cycle does
the phase fraction return to the expected value based on the capacity cycle. At 1C rate, the LFP
phase fraction is -0.5 at the end of cycle which is much smaller than the theoretical value of 0.85
(charge capacity = 135mAh/g, discharge capacity = 11 OmAh/g). The difference in crystalline
LFP phase fraction indicates the existence and retention of the amorphous phase upon cycling.
Additionally, the amorphous phase is metastable, and crystallization kinetics is quite slow for the
test time period taken in this measurement (at least three hours after cycling).
Tang et al." mentioned the crystallization of an amorphous phase may become significant
at large overpotentials. Thermodynamic calculation show that amorphous FP phase has a higher
molar free energy than a bulk crystalline FP phase although nucleation of an amorphous phase is
preferred as overpotential is greater than critical overpotential, A0pe. However, the
recrystallization rate of the amorphous phase depends on the nucleation energy barrier. Figure
3.3.7 shows the nucleation energy barrier for crystalline LFP (c-LFP) to amorphous FP (a-FP)
transition and amorphous FP (a-FP) to crystalline FP (c-FP) transition for particles of
size=100nm and 2% linear misfit strain. It shows the crystallization process has a larger
activation barrier than amorphization. Moreover, the energy barrier for crystallization does not
vanish and reach a constant value while amorphization becomes barrierless at sufficiently large
overpotentials. This suggests an asymmetric phase transformation behavior between the
amorphous phase and the crystalline phase. One can predict that the amorphous phase may be
accumulated in cathodes upon electrochemical cycling.
Figure 3.3.8 shows the galvanostatic cycling for sample B without intermittent open
circuit rest. Again amorphization can be seen at the beginning of charge at C/5 rate. Compared to
sample A, the onset capacity for crystalline FP phase in sample B is -60mAh/g rather than
-40mAh/g in sample A. Therefore, more amorphization is implied for samples with smaller
particle size. After the charge capacity of 60mAh/g, crystalline phase starts to form as the
overpotential exceeds the characteristic overpotential, A#"x . This phenomenon is consistent
with the potentiostatic tests measured at low overvoltages (e.g. Figure 3.3.4B and C). Chang et
al. 3 explained that abrupt potential reversal favors the nuclei formation that enables the phase
evolution to follow the binary lever rule. If this is the case, one should expect the same situation
for measurements performed at high cycling rate without any intermittent open circuit rest.
However, at high cycling C rate (2.6C) as shown in Figure 3.3.8B, the LFP phase fraction of
0.75 is less than the expected value (1.0) after one complete cycle, indicating the phase
transformation is actually overpotential dependent. The propensity towards amorphization in
sample B is even emphasized at high cycling rate (overpotentials). Another interesting point is
that the FP phase continues to grow when the overpotential is reversed (during the discharge).
This suggests the structural change cannot catch up with the bulk concentration change or charge
transfer. Amorphous phases actually intrude as an intermediate state during the phase transition
process.
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Figure 3.3.6 In-situ synchrotron XRD of sample A during the first galvanostatic charge, rest [30
mins], and discharge cycles. (A) At C/5 rate, the phase fractions do not evolve linearly with
capacity as expected from simple two-phase immiscibility (straight dashed lines). Crystallization
of FP accelerates towards the end of charge (discharge) where the overpotential is highest
(lowest). (B) Similar behavior is seen at 1C rate, except that greater amorphization is indicated
by the fact that the FP fraction reaches only ~0.5 at -80% SOC (135 mAh/g charge capacity).
After charging, the sum of LFP and FP fractions is only -70%, and at the end of discharge, it is
-80%. (C) At 2.6C rate, data points are sparse due to the short time interval between spectra,
but show higher FP crystallization rate at the correspondingly higher overpotential. Note also
that during the rest, FP crystallization appears to continue when the overpotential is removed.
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Figure 3.3.7 Overpotential dependence of the nucleation energy barrier for crystalline LFP (c-
LFP) to amorphous FP (a-FP) transition and amorphous FP (a-FP) to crystalline FP (c-FP)
transition for a 100nm particle with a 2% average linear misfit strain. A non-zero activation
barrier can be seen for aFP->cFP transition at high overpotentials. Adapted from Ref. [63]
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Figure 3.3.8 In-situ synchrotron XRD of sample B during the first galvanostatic charge, and
discharge cycles. (A) At C/5 rate, the phase fractions do not evolve linearly with capacity as
expected from simple two-phase immiscibility. Crystallization of FP accelerates towards the end
of charge (discharge) where the overpotential is highest (lowest). (B) At 2.6C rate, data points
are sparse due to the short time interval between spectra, but show higher FP crystallization rate
at the correspondingly higher overpotential. Note also that during the discharge, FP
crystallization appears to continue when the overpotential is reversed.
These results imply the possibility of complete amorphization when cycling over selected
ranges of overpotential or state-of-charge, or at selected galvanostatic rates. Figure 3.3.9 shows
the outcome of two such experiments. In Fig. 3.3.9A, sample A was first cycled for 4 cycles at a
1C rate, then at 5C rate for an additional 4 cycles. At the 1C rate, fLyP oscillates within each
cycle, but diminishes with sequential cycles. The detected fFP in the first cycle was negligible
because the sample was only charged to 50% SOC before discharging. Thereafter, the fFP
increases during charge but never exceeds 40%. At a 5C rate, however, the both crystalline
phase fractions diminish sharply and remain below 20% throughout cycling. The capacity
obtained during each cycle is also shown in the figure; the coulombic efficiency was > 98% for
all cycles. Results for sample B (Figure 3.3.9B) show similar oscillations infuP andfFp during
1C cycling, but upon 5C cycling, virtually no FP phase is detectable, and the LFP fraction is only
a few percent. The transmission synchrotron diffraction experiments average over the electrode
thickness-this includes at least some potentially active material that is not cycled at the higher
rates. We conclude that some active material is not contributing to measured capacity, based on
the following observations. The 5C rate capacity is reduced to 90-100 mAh/g in both samples
(Fig. 3.3.9); thus about one-third of the electrode is not active. The size distribution for sample
A (11 3nm) 19 includes coarser particles that may not be electrochemically active at this cycling
rate. This explains why the residual crystalline LFP fraction remains essentially unchanged
during 5C cycling (Fig. 3.3.9A). The FP fraction in sample A does oscillate slightly during these
cycles, indicating that some of the crystalline phase is active. Note that in both samples, the
measured capacity at 5C rate cannot be explained by the amount of crystalline phase present.
This shows unequivocally that the amorphous phase is electrochemically active; in fact it
contributes most of the observed reversible capacity.
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Figure 3.3.9 In-situ synchrotron XRD measurement of phase fractions during galvanostatic
cycling at 1C rate for four cycles followed by 5C rate for four cycles. The reversible capacity is
labeled for each cycle. (A) Sample A of 113nm mean particle size; and (B) Sample B of 34nm
mean particle size. Both show oscillating but decreasing LFP and FP crystalline fractions during
1C cycling, which however diminish sharply upon 5C cycling, showing that it is primarily the
transformed amorphous phase that is being cycled.
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We have focused on the phase transition during charging, corresponding to the
delithiation of LiFePO 4 towards FePO 4 olivine. Amorphization of this product phase is not
surprising given its structural similarities to good glass formers such as Si0 2. Although here we
observe only the olivine polymorph, FePO4 does have a stable quartz structure polymorph in
which both Fe and P occupy corner-shared tetrahedral as in Si0 2 quartz 98, and FePO4 glass has
been formed by quenching from the melt *. Direct ex-situ TEM observations, such as the image
and corresponding electron diffraction pattern in Figure 3.3.10, indicate that the structure of
charged particles is indeed highly disordered. We have not determined detailed atomistic aspects
in the amorphous structure. There may also be unexpected underpotential effects during
discharge - the galvanostatic cycling data clearly shows that the amorphous phase can be
retained upon relithiation. The details of this behavior remain to be understood. Together, the
effects of particle size ", composition , and overpotential on phase stability and phase
transformation pathways illustrate a richness of behavior in the olivines far beyond that of a
"simple" first-order phase transition. Similar complexity of behavior may occur in orthosilicates
such as Li2FeSiO4, and crystalline Si, which amorphizes during lithiation 5, 6'. We predict that
phase transformation pathways in these materials are also sensitive to overpotential.
Figure 3.3.10 Amorphous phase particles observed in an electrode of Sample B charged
galvanostatically to 100% SOC at C/5 rate, and corresponding electron diffraction pattern.
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3.4 Conclusion
The propensity towards amorphization of olivine cathodes during electrochemical cycling
is shown to be a function of particle size, misfit strain and applied overpotential, confirming
predictions of the theoretical model 63, 9'. By using in-situ synchrotron XRD coupled with
electrochemical tests, it is found that amorphization is maximized at intermediate levels of
overpotential, with a crystal-to-crystal transformation being more favorable at low and high
levels of overpotential. As particle size decreases, the overpotential range over which
amorphization dominates is broadened. On the other hand, Difference in the surface energies of
amorphous phase and crystalline phases will lead to asymmetric behavior where the nucleation
barrier is larger in one phase transition direction than the reverse. Theoretical model
demonstrates that the recrystallization of the amorphous phase has a larger nucleation energy
barrier than amorphization. Experimentally, galvanostatic tests also show that the amorphous
phases can be accumulated by repeated cycling the cell below specific cutoff voltage. Based on
these results, a wide variety of phase transformation pathways should be expected to occur for
olivines used under dynamic real-world cycling conditions.
CHAPTER 4
4. PHASE TRANSITION BEHAVIOR IN Lii-xFe 1 .yMnyPO 4
4.1 Introduction
Olivine type lithium transition metal phosphate has been regarded as a new branch of
cathode materials. Among all the transition metal ions used in the olivine, LiFePO4 has been
extensively studied", 100 and commercialized due to its low cost, non-toxicity as well as
acceptable energy density. Extensive efforts have been devoted to increase the energy density or
specific energy of a battery by choosing different types of transition metals. One of them is to
use Mn instead of Fe in the olivine structure because Mn 2+/Mn3+ redox couple operates at 4.1V
vs. Li/Li* rather than 3.4V vs. Li/Li* for Fe2+/Fe3+. However, pristine LiMnPO 4 suffers the
disadvantages of poor electrical conductivity and structure instability due to Jahn-Teller
distortion when Mn2+ oxidizes to Mn3+ .3 To compromise the energy density and the structural
stability, Fe/Mn mixed transition metal olivines has been shown to have enhanced structural
stability by substituting Fe for Mn in the LiFePO41'2 ' 101, i.e. Lii.xFei.yMnyPO 4 solid solution.
The properties of this compound have been researched" and improved significantly in
recent years. However, detailed reaction mechanisms (i.e. single phase solid solution or first
order two-phase reaction) are not yet clear in this material. As in the case of LiFePO 4, the phase
transformation is essential in determining the electrochemical properties in addition to
electronic/ionic conductivity and structure stability. Recent studies have shown that the phase
transformation rate is highly associated with the lithium miscibility gap in LiFePO4. The lithium
miscibility gap can be widely manipulated by temperature 40, particle size 9, 2 , misfit strain
between two end members, aliovalent doping24, and cation disorder in the olivine structure"2 .
Therefore, the decrease in miscibility gap and increase in solid solution limit are beneficial for
battery application, especially high rate and high power capability requirements for electric
vehicles.
Figure 4.1.1 shows the phase diagram predicted by first-principles calculations." 2
Depending on the Mn content in Lii.xFei.yMnyPO 4, different reactions are followed. For example,
for Mn=0.1, the reaction starts with two-phase Fe2+/Fe3+ reaction and ends with one-
phase Fe2+/Fe3+ or Mn2+/Mn3+ reaction. Although experimental data have been investigated by
several groups, there is no conclusion about whether the phase transforms via one-phase solid
solution reaction or two-phase first-order reaction. For example, Molenda et al.10 3 reported a one-
phase solid solution reaction for lithium extraction in composition Lii.X(Mno. 4sFeo.55)PO 4 (O<x<1)
by using ex-situ XRD. Bramnik et al." 4 showed that there are two two-phase reactions for
Fe2+/Fe3+ and Mn2+/Mn3+ redox couple in LiiMno.6FeO.4PO 4 by using high resolution synchrotron
in-situ XRD. They showed a narrow single phase region between the two redox couples. They
also mentioned that a conventional laboratory diffractometer has limited ability to resolve two
olivine-like phases with very similar lattice parameter for O<x<l in LiiMno.6Feo.4PO 4. Nam et
al.' have the same conclusion in Lii.x(Mno.5Feo.s)PO 4 by using in-situ XRD and XAS.
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Figure 4.1.1 Phase diagram of the LixFei.yMnyPO 4 system at 300K. Region (a) corresponds to a
two-phase Mn2+/Mn3+ redox couple; region (b) corresponds to a single-phase Mn2+/Mn3* redox
couple(shaded) and a single-phase Fe2+/Fe3+ redox couple(unshaded); region (c) corresponds to a
two-phase Fe2+/Fe3+ redox couple. Circles corresponds to the boundary between the two-phase
and single-phase regions associated with the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox couple determined by Yamada et
al.1
Overpotential is another important factor other than miscibility gap affecting the phase
stability. For example, applying overpotential on the particles2 s can result in the amorphous
phase formation so that the phase transition pathway is different from the conventional first-
order crystalline-to-crystalline phase transformation. Experimental results" and mathematical
modeling27', 3,'" have shown that the phase transition pathways in the LiFePO4 system are particle
size, overpotential, and misfit strain dependent. The metastable phase, i.e. amorphous phase, can
emerge during electrochemical cycling. We do not exclude the possibility of recrystallization
because the crystallization activation barrier in the amorphous phase actually decreases as
overpotential increases, indicating the crystallization is overpotential dependent as well. 3
Additionally, the misfit strain can affect the phase transformation rate dramatically. 8 The
misfit strain can be manipulated by the Mn substitution in the Lii.xFePO 4 system. The
implication for this is that the high rate capability can be obtained in the Lii.xFei.yMnyPO 4
system with the decreasing misfit strain between lithiated and delithiated phases.
In this study, we use high intensity synchrotron radiation for in-situ and ex-situ X-ray
diffraction to study the phase transition behavior upon cycling, and report our results by
incorporating the amorphous phase to resolve the discrepancy between in-situ and ex-situ data.
Galvanostatic and potentiostatic tests coupled with xray diffraction were employed to study the
phase evolution upon charge or discharge. We found the amorphous phase is essential and
overpotential dependent in the Lii.xFei.yMnyPO 4 system, and the high phase transformation rate
is closely related to the misfit strain.
4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Powder preparation
The multi-component olivine samples Lii.xFei.yMnyPO 4, where y = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 were
prepared via solid-state reaction from the main starting materials Fe(C20 4 )3.2H 20, Li2CO 3,
NH4H2PO4 , and MnCO 3 using the procedure described in Ref [17]. The samples are
characterized as solid solutions by xray diffraction. The equivalent spherical particle sizes
measured by BET showed that all of the compositions have 40-60 nm primary particle size. X-
ray diffraction shows solid solutions for these samples, and TEM images as shown in Figure
4.2.1 indicate that the particles of all compositions are equiaxial in shape, exhibiting no apparent
faceting on any particular crystal plane. To study the effect of Mn substitution, sample A and
sample C with y=0.1, 0.4 in Lii.xFei.yMnyPO 4, respectively, were studied and compared in detail
in this study.
Chemical oxidation or delithiation was employed to obtain the fully delithiated phase for
each sample by using NO2BF4 as an oxidant and acetonitrile, CH 3CN as a solvent. To ensure
complete oxidation of the reactant, the oxidant added was twice the mole number of the olivine
samples. The reaction lasted for at least 24 hours, and reaction mixture was filtered and washed
with acetonitrile. Finally, powders were dried in the vacuum oven at 70 0C. The powders with
different Mn compositions were X-rayed, and the spectra were refined with Rietveld methods.
4.2.2 Electrochemical cell preparation
Electrochemical tests were performed using electrodes formulated with 80 wt% positive
active material, 10 wt% conductive carbon black (Super PTM, M.M.M. Carbon, Brussels,
Belgium) and 10 wt% Kynar 2801 binder, using N-methyl-2-pyrolidone (NMP) as the solvent.
The formulation was coated onto aluminum foil current collectors at a loading of -5 mg/cm2 of
active material, and assembled in SwagelokTM type cells using 750gm-thick Li metal foil as the
anode, a microporous polymer separator (Celgard 2400Tm, Hoechst Celanese Corporation,
Charlotte, NC, USA), and liquid electrolyte mixtures containing ethylene methyl carbonate:
dimethyl carbonate (EMC:DMC) of 1:1 ratio by mole, and 1.3 M LiPF6 as the conductive salt.
4.2.3 Ex-situ X-ray diffraction
For ex-situ tests, the electrode was charged or discharged to different state of charge at
C/2 rate. All the data shown in this study are for the first cycle. Once the cell finished charging
or discharging, the electrode was then dissembled immediately from SwagelokTM type cell in the
glovebox to prevent possible self-discharge of the cell. The electrode was washed with 1:1 mole
ratio EMC:DMC solvent three times to remove residual LiPF6 salt. To remove the solvent,
electrodes were placed in the antechamber of the glovebox which was vacuumed at least 10
minutes to completely evaporate the organic solvent in the electrode. Then the composite
powders were delaminated from the aluminum foil current collector. Silicon (NIST SRM 640c)
was used as an internal standard and mixed with the delaminated composite powders to have the
final composition of 20wt%~30wt% Si in the mixture. The mixture powders were carefully
packed into a < = 0.5mm capillary (wall thickness= 1/100mm), and then it was sealed with clay
and superglue to prevent exposure to the air. All the procedures were performed in the glovebox
with Ar atmosphere to prevent amorphization due to air exposure or humidity.
The capillary sample used for ex-situ XRD was mounted on a rotating sample stage. By
rotating the sample, the preferred orientation due to the coherency of the synchrotron radiation
can be minimized. Before every test, the capillary was exactly aligned to ensure it was well
exposed to the beam (beam size 1 x 2mm) when rotating. Each sample was placed at one certain
position, and a full diffraction pattern (20=6.40 459.50) was collected for at least two times. Then
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the capillary was displaced to a different position, and again, spectra of the same 20 range were
collected for at least two times. The diffraction patterns from two different positions are almost
identical indicating the sample is homogeneously mixed. Moreover, high photon flux and high
energy (low wavelength) synchrotron radiation allows us to resolve phases with similar lattice
parameters that cannot be achieved by laboratory Xrays. Rietveld refinement was used as a
method for structural analysis with the software X'pert HighScore Plus (v. 2.2.0). Acceptable
goodness of fit (GOF<7, Rx, <1.5) ensures both good data quality and refinement results.
4.2.4 In-situ X-ray diffraction
The in-situ cells were prepared and assembled as described in Ref [106] All the X-ray
diffraction tests (in-situ or ex-situ) were performed in NSLS, Brookhaven National Laboratory,
USA. The wavelength used here is 0.77496A which is -16keV. All the spectra collected using
wavelength other than 0.77496 A have been converted in terms of Bragg's Law. Full diffraction
patterns were acquired in minutes with 0.0050 angular resolution, using a 640 channel linear
position-sensitive silicon detector with 3.20 full angular span. The detector was made by the
NSLS detector group led by Peter Siddons.
The in-situ cell was placed on the specially designed sample holder, and the alignment of
the peak position was performed before tests by facing the battery cell towards two opposite
directions. Therefore, the peak positions in the 20 angle range (8.28'~17.12*) collected are
pinned and accurate regardless of the position of the in-situ cells. The data collection period
ranged from 40sec to 200sec per spectrum, and was dependent on the type of tests performed.
For example, in potentiostatic tests, most capacities of the cell were cycled at the beginning of
the test since the current reached the maximum value shortly in the beginning and diminished
with time. Thus, short period of collection time (40 seconds) was used to collect more spectra in
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order to acquire more spectra during the course of charge. In contrast, in galvanostatic test, e.g.
C/9, longer period of time (200 seconds) was used since the phase does not change dramatically
as the cycling rate is low. In any case, more than 100 spectra were collected for each cell with
fairly good S/N ratio.
Figure 4.2.1 Transmission emission microscopy images for (A) Lii.xFeo.9Mno.1PO4 (B) Lii.
xFeo.sMno. 2PO4 (C) Lii..xFeo.6Mno.4PO4, and (D) Lii.xFeo.4Mno.6PO 4. Images were taken from
JEOL 200CX with accelerating voltage of 120keV.
4.3Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Lithium extraction in LiMPO 4 (M= Fe, Mn)
The reaction type for mixed transition metals in the olivine structure can be either single-
phase or two-phase reaction. In general, first order two-phase reaction is commonly seen in
olivines. Because of the significant difference in thermodynamic potentials for Fe (-3.4V) and
Mn (-4. 1V), the insertion or extraction of lithium ions can be viewed as two one-step reactions
corresponding to Fe2+/Fe3+ and Mn2+/Mn3+, respectively.
Given two two-phase reactions are proposed for Fe2+/Fe3+ and Mn2+/Mn3+ redox couples,
the following two equations can be used to describe the phase compositions change upon charge
in the Lii.oFei.yMnyPO 4 system. Eq. 4.3.1 shows the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox reaction proceeds with the
formation of an intermediate phase (LyMFP, SS). The intermediate phase was found to be a
solid solution due to unfavored bonding between lithium ion and transition metals. Thus,
formation of the solid solution (SS) is preferred. Then LyMFP (SS) is further oxidized through
Mn2+/Mn3+ redox reaction and transforming to the fully delithiated phase (MFP).
(1) 0 < x <1- y, Fe2+ /Fe3+ redox couple (3.4V vs. Li/Lie) Eq. 4.3.1
Lii.oFei.yMnyPO 4 4 (1 - -') Lii.oFe-yMnyPO 4 (LMFP)
+ - LiyFe1.yMnyPO 4 (LyMFP, SS) + x e + x Li+
(2) 1-y < x < 1, Mn2+/Mn3+ redox couple (4.1V vs. Li/Li*) Eq. 4.3.2
LiyFei.yMnyPO 4 +(1 - X(lY)) LiyFei.yMnyPO 4 (LyMFP, SS)
+ X LioFei.yMnyPO 4 (MFP) + (x-(1-y)) e + (x-(l-y)) Li*
X-ray diffraction data with Rietveld refinements show that the lattice parameter expands
linearly with y in Lii.x(Fei-yMny)PO 4 (LMFP), and the unit cell volume also expands linearly as
does the lattice parameter. For fully delithiated phase, (Fe.-yMny)PO 4 (MFP), the unit cell
volume stays invariant with y although lattice parameter "a" and "c" decrease slightly, and lattice
parameter "b" increases with y. Assuming a solid solution that linear relationship exists between
the lattice parameter and the constituent element concentration in terms of Vegard's law, the
lattice parameter of the intermediate phase can be estimated by defining Lii.x(Fei.yMny)PO 4
(LMFP) and (Fe.-yMny)PO 4 (MFP) as the reference end members. In this study, instead of
refining in-situ XRD data due to the concern of preferred orientation, we qualitatively compare
the peak shift (composition change) or phase evolution simply by observing the (200) doublet
peaks for LMFP and MFP phases. Figure 4.3.1 shows the lattice parameter "a" and the
corresponding peak position for samples with different amount of Mn substitution. The lattice
parameter "a" for phases LMFP and MFP were obtained from Rietveld refinements of ex-situ X-
ray diffraction data using Cu source radiation (wavelength = 1.5418A). The lattice parameter
was then converted to 20 peak position corresponding to a wavelength of 0.77496A (synchrotron
source). The LyMFP (200) peak position is simply estimated in terms of Vegard's law, and it is
worth mentioning that the intermediate phase can actually happen in a wide range of
compositions (solid solution, SS) between two redox couples.112,1 07,108
The misfit strain between two end members can be estimated by just examining the
relative peak positions for each phase. For example, the difference in peak position between
LMFP and Lo.4MFP or Lo.4MFP and MFP is smaller than LFP and FP (y=0) suggesting a small
misfit if two one-step reactions are considered in the Lii.x(Feo.6Mno.4)PO 4. In fact, the misfit
strain can be manipulated by changing the Mn content. For pure LiMnPO4, the misfit strain is up
to 11% which is not beneficial for high rate phase transformations.
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Figure 4.3.1 The refined lattice parameter "a" (solid line) and the corresponding (200) peak
positions (dash line) as a function of y in Lii.x,(Fei.yMny)PO 4 for the fully lithiated phase,
LMFP(solid square); intermediate phase, LyMFP(no symbol, dash line); and fully delithiated
phase, MFP(open circle). LyMFP is estimated in terms of Vegard's law although a range of
compositions (solid solution) is possible in this transition zone. The number shown in parenthesis
indicates the corresponding 20 angle at the X-ray wavelength of 0.77496A.
4.3.2 Phase transition in Lii.xFeo.9no. 1PO 4
Figure 4.3.2 shows the in-situ diffraction patterns acquired upon 1 C charge and
discharge for sample A (Lii.xFeo.9Mno.iPO 4). Only a portion (8.3"~9.5*) of the full diffraction
spectrum, covering the peaks of lithiated phase (LMFP (200)) and delithiated phase (MFP(200)),
is shown here. Lii.xFeo.9 Mno.IPO 4 has the orthorhombic structure with the space group Pnma, the
LMFP (200) or MFP (200) peak position is only related to the lattice parameter "a". A first-order
crystalline-to-crystalline phase transformation predicts that two counteracting phases (LMFP and
LyMFP) evolve for Fe 2+/Fe3+ redox couple; LyMFP and MFP phases are responsible for
Mn2+/Mn 3+ redox couple.
In Figure 4.3.2(A), regime I shows the intensity of peak LMFP (200) at 8.590 decreases
as the charge capacity accumulates up to 110.1mAh/g without forming any intermediate phases,
LyMFP. This suggests the formation of the amorphous phase in regime I. Then in regime II, a
very broad peak at 20 = 8.920 starts to appear at the capacity of 116mAh/g and grows until
129mAh/g. This regime is considered high overpotentials (relative to Fe2+/Fe3* = 3.4V) as shown
in Figure 4.3.2(C). The high overpotentials trigger the formation of the crystalline LyMFP phase
due to lower crystallization activation barrier as overpotential increases. Thereafter, the LyMFP
shifts to 8.9790 until the cut-off voltage 4.5V (-144mAh/g) is reached. Apparently, the
crystalline phase at 20 = 8.9790 is not reaching the fully delithiated phase (MFP) although Mn2+
has been oxidized as shown in regime III in Figure 4.3.2(C). Here the phase transition behavior
never follows the "simple" two-phase reaction and binary lever rule. Some other metastable
phases, i.e. amorphous phases, must be present upon charge. In addition, the amorphous phase
produced during Fe2+/Fe3+ reaction is a partially lithiated phase that can be used as a lithium
source for subsequent lithium extraction due to Mn2+ oxidation. Therefore, the amorphous phase
is electrochemically active as those formed in LiFePO 4.106
During discharge process (Figure 4.3.2(B)), in regime IV, the peak shifts from 8.9810 to
8.934 0 (A20 = 0.0470) until discharge capacity of 29.4mAh/g, but shifts only about A20 = 0.05 10
from 29.4mAh/g to 133.3mAh/g (regime V). A single phase solid solution reaction was observed
at the start of discharge (Mn3+/Mn 2+), and later on a two-phase reaction dominates for the rest of
discharging process (Fe 3 /Fe2+) although the LMFP and LyMFP peaks become very broad and
overlap with each other. Note the appearance of the LMFP phase also corresponds to the high
underpotential region as well. Therefore, the phase behavior upon discharge is symmetric to the
charging process (two-phase reaction for Fe; one-phase reaction for Mn) except the LyMFP
phase compositions continuously change until the end of discharge.
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Figure 4.3.2 In-situ XRD spectra for sample A acquired at 1C rate upon (A) charging and (B)
discharging process. The collection time for each spectrum is -200 seconds. The number shown
above each spectrum indicates the charged or discharge capacity. "Start" and "Rest" represent
the spectrum collected before and 20 minutes after charge or discharge, respectively. "LMFP":
fully lithiated phase; "LyMFP": intermediate phase; "MFP": fully delithiated phase (C) The
charge/discharge curve at 1C rate for sample A. Note there was a 30minute open circuit rest after
charging process. The voltage relaxation curve for the rest period is not shown here.
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In order to systematically understand the overpotential effect on amorphization in the Lii.
xFe1.yMnyPO4 system, different cycling C rates can be employed since the polarization increases
with C rate. Moreover, the relatively high cycling rate (lC) may raise the concern that the
cathode electrode may not be completely utilized at 1C rate. To eliminate these concerns,
galvanostatic tests with lower C rate were performed. Figure 4.3.3 shows the in-situ XRD
spectra upon charge and discharge at C/2 rate (plateau voltage at 74.5mAh/g = -3.56V) as well
as the electrochemical charge curve (voltage vs. capacity). The same phenomenon was observed
as the one at 1 C rate except a flatter plateau was obtained for Mn2/Mn+ redox couple. The
structure change is almost identical to the 1 C rate data that only the intermediate phase (LyMFP)
is present at the end of charge (162.4mAh/g). The capacity charged here is close to theoretical
capacity (1 70mAh/g) so the uncertainty due to electrode performance can be eliminated. On the
other hand, although the Fe2+/Fe 3 plateau voltage for C/2 rate (3.56V) is lower compared to 1C
rate (3.63V), the phase behavior at C/2 rate is almost the same as the one at IC rate. Thus this
result suggests the overpotential effect is not pronounced between 1C and C/2 rate. Again,
amorphization also occurs for samples cycled at C/2 rate.
Another test with lower C rate (C/9) was performed as shown in Figure 4.3.4. Here, only
one crystalline phase (LMFP) was observed until 125mAh/g, and then a broad peak appears at
20 = 8.9750 and grows with SOC. Then, the peak continues to shift toward high angle (more
delithiated phase) as expected for Mn2+/Mn 3 single phase reaction; interestingly, the peak keeps
shifting to 20 = 9.03* after open-circuit rest of 30 minutes. This continuous peak shift strongly
suggests the structure relaxation that fully delithated phase (MFP) can form under low cycling
rate. For those samples cycled at high C rate (IC and C/2), the resulting phase starts at 20 =
~8.93* and ends at 20 = ~8.98*; there is no further peak position shift after open circuit rest
suggesting the amorphous phases is metastable. One way to explain the phase transition behavior
at different cycling rate is the simultaneous formation of the lithiated amorphous phase or solid
solution phase under high C-rate (lC and C/2). The amorphous phase can be bulk amorphous
particles or particles with surfacial amorphous films (i.e. amorphous phase has lower surface
energy). As the cell is being charged, the lithium-rich crystalline and amorphous phases are
available for Li extraction. A portion of the Li ions are extracted from the amorphous phase so
that the peak shift of the crystalline phase is less than what it should be. However, at low C rate
(C/9), amorphous phase or solid solution phase formation is minimized due to the low
overpotentials (plateau voltage = 3.48V). In this case, the peak shift is mainly due to the Li
extraction from the crystalline phase which is visible in xrays; the structure change at low C-rate
(C/9) coincides closely with the phase compositions predicted by crystalline-to-crystalline phase
transition.
In summary, the results indicate that more amorphous phase has to be present at high C
rate in order to reasonably explain the inconsistency in electrochemical and structural data. That
also explains the phase transition behavior in Lj.xFeo. 9Mno.1PO 4 is overpotential dependent since
the cycling C-rate is directly related to overpotentials.
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Figure 4.3.3 In-situ XRD spectra for sample A acquired at C/2 rate upon (A) charging and (B)
discharging process. The collection time for each spectrum is -200 seconds. The number shown
above each spectrum indicates the charged or discharge capacity. "Start" and "Rest" represent
the spectrum collected before and 20 minutes after charge or discharge, respectively. "LMFP":
fully lithiated phase; "LyMFP": intermediate phase; "MFP": fully delithiated phase (C) The
charge/discharge curve at C/2 rate for sample A. Note there was a 30minute open circuit rest
after charging process. The voltage relaxation curve for the rest period is not shown here.
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Figure 4.3.4 In-situ XRD spectra for sample A acquired at C/9 rate upon (A) charging process.
The number shown above each spectrum indicates the charged or discharged capacity. "Start" is
the spectrum before charge. "Restl"and "Rest2" represent the spectra collected 10 and 20
minutes after charge, respectively. "LMFP": fully lithiated phase; "LyMFP": intermediate phase;
"MFP": fully delithiated phase. Note the MFP (200) peak position is at 29 = 9.03" which
suggests nearly fully delithiated phase (MFP) was formed here. (B) The charge/discharge curve
for sample A at C/9 rate.
Potentiostatic tests were employed to investigate the reaction type as well as the
overpotential dependent crystallization in the Lii.xFeo.9Mno.1PO 4 system. For example, Figure
4.3.5(A) shows the phase evolution under applied voltage of 4.0 V vs. Li/Li*. This voltage is
high enough to completely oxidize Fe2+ to Fe3+ with barely oxidizing n2+ to Mn3 . We can see
two phases evolve with SOC, and crystalline L. 28MFP peak appears at 20 = 8.920 and shifts
slightly to 20 = 8.984 (Lo. 11MFP). The appearance of the crystalline Lo.28MFP phase occurs at
-97.5mAh/g where high overpotentials are implied. After this point, the current is essentially
low so that the overpotential (OP=OV-IR, OP: overpotential; OV:overvoltage) is high and
nearly constant assuming a constant contact resistance in the IR ohmic drop. Small cutoff current
(C/50) allows us to monitor phase change with time under high overpotentials. Therefore, the
nucleation barrier for the formation of the crystalline phase can be overcome with the effect of
high overpotential and long testing time.
The solid solution can also be seen at charge capacity above l20mAh/g which can be the
nonstoichiometry close to the L. 1MFP end member or phase evolution due to Mn oxidation. As
shown in Figure 4.3.4(B), the voltage curve for samples cycled at C/9 rate is close to
thermodynamic equilibrium, and it suggests trace amount of Mn2 + can be oxidized below 4.OV.
So the solid solution is the simultaneous oxidation of the Fe2+ and Mn 2+ that single-phase solid
solution is favored.
Figure 4.3.5(B) is another cell tested with 4.5V vs. Li/Li* that both Fe2+ and Mn2+ are
supposed to oxidize. As shown in this figure, two-phase reaction is expected at the start of
charge (Fe 2+/Fe3+ redox couple) followed by a single phase solid solution (Mn2+/Mn3+). Now the
intermediate phase occurs at 20 = 8.970 (-Lo.14MFP) indicating more delithiated phase formed
than the one (-Lo.28MFP) under applied potential of 4.OV vs. Li/Lie. In the end, the fully
delithiated state (MFP) can be obtained by applying 4.5V vs. Li/Lie for at least 4 hours.
Another interesting physical property that needs to be pointed out here is the misfit strain.
For instance, the lattice misfit for these two redox reactions can be estimated according to
Equation 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. The two end members for Fe2+/Fe 3 and Mn2+/Mn 3 redox reactions,
assuming crystalline-to-crystalline phase transitions in sample A, are Li(1.o)MFP/Li(o.1)MFP and
Li(o.l)MFP/Li(o)MFP, respectively. Given Vegard's Law is well followed, the lattice parameter
changes linearly with Li concentration that Fe2+/Fe3+ reaction will have much higher misfit strain
than Mn2+/Mn3+ as shown in Figure 4.3.1. Tang et al.2 s proposed a model that high misfit strain
will result in more amorphous phase formation which is consistent with the in-situ data shown
here. In contrast, low misfit strain can decrease the difference between two end members with
different concentrations that single-phase solid solution is expected. Therefore, one can expect a
single-phase solid solution for Mn2 +/Mn 3 reaction in terms of the small misfit strain between
Li(o.1)MFP and Li(o)MFP.
In summary, the in-situ work shows the formation of the amorphous phase is
overpotential dependent. Galvanostatic tests cycled at 1C or C/2 rate may include more
amorphous phase than the one cycled at C/9 rate. Also, the amorphous phase is not only lithium
rich but also electrochemically active. High overpotentials can drive the formation of the
crystalline phase during charge or discharge. Moreover, the misfit strain between two end
members determines the reaction type upon lithium extraction/insertion. In the L1.
xFeo.9MnO.1PO4 system, a two-phase reaction and a single phase reaction are observed for
Fe2'/Fe" and Mn2/Mn" redox reaction upon charge or discharge, respectively.
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Figure 4.3.5 Potentiostatic tests with applied voltage of (A) 4.OV and (B) 4.5V vs. Li/Li* for
sample A. The collection time for each spectrum is -40 seconds. The number shown above each
spectrum indicates the charge or discharge capacity. "Start" and "Rest" represent the spectrum
collected before and 20 minutes after charge or discharge, respectively. "LMFP": fully lithiated
phase; "MFP": fully delithiated phase. The overall data collection time for each test is more than
4 hours despite of the reaction current is essentially low. The cutoff current used here is
equivalent to I = C/50.
The existence of the amorphous phase upon charge is further corroborated by performing
ex-situ XRD that equilibrium state has been reached. Figure 4.3.6(A) shows the ex-situ
diffraction spectra cycled at C/2 rate to various state of charge (SOC). Two coexisting phases can
be clearly seen at least up to 40% SOC, and after 67.6% SOC, only one phase was observed. By
conducting Rietveld refinements, the phase fractions as well as the lattice parameters of each
participating crystalline phase can be determined with the added internal standard Si. Figure
4.3.6(B) shows that LMFP crystalline phase fraction decreases, and LyMFP crystalline phase
increases until at least above 40% SOC while only one crystalline phase was observed for the
same range in in-situ data. This suggests that fair amount of amorphous phase is present in the
in-situ data and transforms to crystalline LyMFP intermediate phase when the system reaches
equilibrium. In addition, the two counteracting phases have broad peak shape indicating the
compositions of the phases are not fixed. A range of compositions are possible after equilibrium.
The reason for crystallization of the amorphous phase is due to the lower molar free energy in
crystalline phases than the amorphous phase. As the activation barrier is overcome by a certain
stimulus, the crystalline phases are preferred.
Moreover, the structural analysis showing the existence of the amorphous phase in
equilibrium state suggests amorphous phase are produced upon dynamic charge. At equilibrium,
the amount of amorphous phase also varies with SOC but never exceed 13wt%. The refined unit
cell volume indicates the LyMFP phase formed below 40% SOC having the unit cell volume of
-282A 3. In fact, the LyMFP (200) peak for 40% SOC occurs at 20=8.86* which is much smaller
than the one seen in in-situ tests (8.930); more lithium rich phase is formed after equilibrium. The
implication for this is the inter-crystallite ionic diffusion which is due to the potential difference
of the particles. Small particles with high thermodynamic potential tend to reduce once being
electronically contacted by the large particles. In analogy to this concept, if the amorphous phase
coexists with the crystalline phase, the same phenomenon is expected to happen because the
thermodynamic redox potential of the amorphous phase is much less than the crystalline phase,
for example, 3.OV vs. 3.4V in amorphous and crystalline LiFePO 4, respectively. 10' As a result,
the lithium-poor crystalline phase can be electrochemically reduced to become lithium-rich by
the amorphous phase as long as a good conductive network is provided.
Figure 4.3.6(C) shows the decrease in amorphous phase Li concentration with invariant
amorphous phase fraction with SOC. This result suggests the amorphous phase is
electrochemically active and can be cycled. In addition, the lattice parameter is -278 A3 which is
still lithium rich compared to fully delithiated phase (-274 A3) at the end of charge. The fully
delithiated phase has never been reached because the inter-crystallite ion diffusion may occur
either during or after charge. 6 Therefore, we conclude that the lithium-containing amorphous
phase produced during charge is not only electrochemically active but also substantially
modulating the lithium concentration of the crystalline phase through inter-particle diffusion.
Therefore, the equilibrium phases are actually the simultaneous reactions among all existing
phases, i.e. crystalline phase, amorphous phase, and solid solution upon the phase transformation.
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Figure 4.3.6 (A) Ex-situ synchrotron XRD for sample A collected at various state of charge
(SOC). Samples were first cycled to different SOC and dissembled in the glove box. Silicon
internal standard was added to each sample to quantify the amorphous phases. (B) Phase fraction
evolution for lithiated, delithiated as well as amorphous phase with SOC. The electrochemical
charge curve was plotted for reference. (C) Li concentration in the amorphous phase as a
function of state of charge (SOC). The Li concentration is calculated based on mass balance.
Note different cells were used to prepare samples with different SOC.
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In contrast, upon discharge as shown in Figure 4.3.7(A), two-phase reaction is observed
for the Fe2+/Fe3+ reaction plateau, and the amorphous phase accumulates up to 20wt% as SOC
decreases (the state of discharge has been converted to state of charge for comparison). The same
data analyses were performed in order to get the detailed structure information for each phase. In
Figure 4.3.7(B), one may notice that the lattice misfit between two phases undergoing two-phase
reaction is -7.5A 3 upon discharge compared to 9.5A 3 upon charge. Moreover, more amorphous
phase is formed (-20%) upon discharge. The smaller lattice misfit between two phases upon
discharge indicates a coherent interface that the misfit strain energy can be released through
intercrystallite ion diffusion. The other way of releasing misfit strain energy is to form an
incoherent interface that an amorphous phase exists between two phases of different
compositions. If the amorphous phase can be continuously accumulated with number of cycles,
the misfit strain energy is expected to decrease. Eventually, these two phases may converge and
only one single phase will be observed. This suggests the phase transformation mechanism in
LMFP is history dependent, and may be associated with the cell capacity fade or decreased cycle
life due to amorphous phase.
To conclude, the in-situ and ex-situ data are fundamentally consistent that a two-phase
reaction and a single-phase reaction were found for Fe2+/Fe3+ and Mn2+Mn3+ redox couples,
respectively. The overpotentials and misfit strain play an important role in the phase transition
behavior. In addition, the amorphous phase can act as a modulator under dynamic or statistic
situation that causes the final phase deviates from the expected phase. With the inclusion of the
amorphous phase, the discrepancies in dynamic and equilibrium XRD data can be well explained.
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Figure 4.3.7 (A) Ex-situ synchrotron XRD for sample A collected at various state of charge
(SOC). Samples were first charged to 4.5V vs. Li/Li*, discharged to different SOD and
dissembled in the glove box. The SOD was converted to SOC for simplicity. Silicon internal
standard was added to each sample to quantify the amorphous phases. (B) Phase fraction
evolution for crystalline phase as well as amorphous phase with SOC. The electrochemical
charge curve was plotted for reference. Note different cells were used to prepare samples with
different SOC.
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4.3.3 Phase behavior in Li1..1Feo.6MnO.4PO4
Altering Mn content in the Fe olivines is a very good way to tune the misfit strain
between two end members as shown in Figure 4.3.1. We have seen that small misfit strain may
result in solid solution formation as shown in the Mn2 /Mn 3'redox couple in Lii..Feo.9Mno. 1PO4.
As more Fe is replaced by Mn, the misfit strain can be widely manipulated. For example, as
y=0.4, the misfit strains for Fe2 /Fe3 ' and Mn2+/Mn3'redox reactions are smaller than the one in
LiFePO4. The misfit stain here is not small enough to form a complete solid solution, but is still
large to cause amorphization during electrochemical cycling.9 7 The propensity toward
amorphization is not only resulting from the misfit strain but also can be indirectly related to the
amount of Mn in the crystal as LiMnPO4 is well known for its amorphous type due to high misfit
strain (-11%) between two end members.26
Figure 4.3.8(A) shows the in-situ XRD spectra of sample C upon galvanostatic 1C
charge. The expected peak positions for LMFP, Lo.4MFP, and MFP were plotted for comparison.
For Fe redox reaction, the phases are expected to evolve between LMFP and Lo.4MFP; for Mn
redox reaction, the phases will evolve between L. 4MFP and MFP. In general, the results show
that the peak position of the LMFP in the start pattern is 20 = ~8.56*, and the peak intensity
decreases gradually with the appearance of the shoulder indicating the formation of a solid
solution. No intermediate phases were detected until 71.3mAh/g. Then a crystalline peak with
composition -Lo. 69MFP starts to appear at the capacity of -84.3mAh/g which is corresponding to
a high overpotential range relative to Fe /Fe 3 redox couple (Figure 4.3.8(C)). The Lo. 69MFP
peak keep growing until 90.7mAh/g; then the peak position shifts toward composition of
-Lo. 58 MFP (20 = 8.796*) at the capacity of 134.3mAh/g. The fully delithiated phase (MFP) has
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not been reached although electrochemical data shows that both transition metals have been
oxidized.
The electrochemical voltage curve shown in Figure 4.3.8(C) allows us to investigate the
reaction type of this material. Two voltage plateaus corresponding to the redox couple of Fe and
Mn were observed. Thermodynamically, this suggests two two-phase reactions although we only
observe one obvious two-phase reaction in in-situ XRD data. The inconsistency between
structural evolution and electrochemical data suggests that there must be some other phases
which are invisible to xrays present upon charge. The first reaction covering the plateau (-3.6V
vs. Li/Lie) occurs until a capacity of 58.3mAh/g without producing any intermediate phases.
Then the intermediate phase compositions shift from -L. 69MFP to Lo.58MFP which only
accounts for -18% (30.lmAh/g) of the capacity if a single phase reaction occurs. This is not
enough to explain the capacity being charged (44mAh/g, from 90.7mAh/g to 134.3mAh/g) in
this regime. Meanwhile, no MFP phase was observed at 20 =-9.1 1 during the charging process.
Therefore, lithium-rich amorphous phases have to be produced during charging process and are
available for subsequent Mn2+ oxidation.
Figure 4.3.8(B) shows the discharge XRD spectra that the Lo. 58MFP peak shifts gradually
indicating a nonequilibrium solid solution although the discharge voltage curve shows two
plateaus corresponding to Fe and Mn redox couples. The nonequilibrium solid solution phase
eventually converges with the newly formed Lo.8MFP phase. The existence of the solid solution
upon discharge is due to the simultaneous formation of the amorphous phase. Also the final peak
shape is very broad indicating samples with a very wide range of Li concentrations. Of course,
the amorphous phase has to be included here since it is not enough to explain the overall capacity
being cycled simply by considering existing crystalline phases.
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Figure 4.3.8 In-situ XRD spectra for sample C acquired at 1C rate upon (A) charge and (B)
discharge. The collection time for each spectrum is -200 seconds. The number shown above
each spectrum indicates the charged or discharge capacity. "Start" and "Rest" represent the
spectrum collected before and 20 minutes after charge or discharge, respectively. "LMFP": fully
lithiated phase; "LyMFP": intermediate phase; "MFP": intermediate phase (C) The
charge/discharge curve at 1C rate for sample C. Note there was a 30minute open circuit rest after
charging process. The voltage relaxation curve for the rest period is not shown here.
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Figure 4.3.9 shows the sample cycled at C/2 rate upon charge/discharge. Apparently, the
phase evolution is nearly identical to the one cycled at 1C. The resulting phase at the end of
charge is still close to the intermediate phase although 84% of the capacity has been cycled. The
capacity (142.4mAh/g) charged here is slightly higher than the one at 1C rate (134.3mAh/g).
Also the plateau voltage is lower at C/2 rate than the one at 1C rate suggesting both
overpotentials at 1 C and C/2 rate are amorphization preferred. Therefore, much lower cycling C
rates are necessary to determine if the amorphization here is overpotential dependent.
Another sample cycled at C/9 (Figure 4.3.10) shows different phase behavior from those
cycled at high C-rates. The plateau voltage for Fe2+/Fe 3 is now -3.50V which is close to the
thermodynamic equilibrium potential. The XRD spectra show the intensity of the LMFP peak
decreases with SOC, and LyMFP peak emerges at 80.6mAh/g (20 = 8.75*, Lo.59MFP); crystalline
L. 59MFP keeps shifting to 20 = 8.810 (Lo. 52MFP) until the end of charge. Meanwhile, the
diffracted intensity increases significantly between LO.4MFP and MFP, suggesting the formation
of the solid solution for the Mn2 /Mn 3 reaction. Unexpectedly, upon open-circuit rest, the
intensity of LyMFP peak keeps decreasing with a small hump appearing at 20 = 9.10 which
corresponds to the fully delithiated phase (MFP). The crystallization of the amorphous phase or
phase separation from the solid solution can be verified here because the overpotentials have
been removed during rest. In addition, the misfit strain energy for Mn2 +/Mn3 + redox couple is
significantly larger as a local Mn3" is present and Jahn-Teller distortion occurs; the increased
energy can be released by the collective distortion of the unit cell so the MFP phase can be
observed here. This test explains two distinct reactions happening for this sample by the
implication of the existence of amorphous phase. As a result, the cycling rate determines whether
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the MFP crystalline phase will appear or not, which corroborates the behavior of overpotential
dependent amorphization.
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Figure 4.3.9 In-situ XRD spectra for sample C acquired at C/2 rate upon (A) charge (B)
discharge. The collection time for each spectrum is -200 seconds. The number shown above
each spectrum indicates the charged or discharge capacity. "ST" and "RT" represent the
spectrum collected before and 20 minutes after charge or discharge, respectively. "LMFP": fully
lithiated phase; "LyMFP": intermediate phase (C) The charge/discharge curve at C/2 rate for
sample A. Note there was a 30minute open circuit rest after charging process. The voltage
relaxation curve for the rest period is not shown here.
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Figure 4.3.10 In-situ XRD spectra for sample C acquired at C/9 rate upon (A) charge. The
number shown above each spectrum indicates the charged or discharged capacity. "Start" is the
start spectrum before charge. "Rest" represents the spectrum collected 20 minutes after charge,
"LMFP": fully lithiated phase; "LyMFP": intermediate phase; "MFP": fully delithiated phase.
Note the MFP(200) peak position is at 28 = 9.10 which suggests more delithiated phase was
formed compared to high cycling C rate (B) The charge/discharge curve for sample C at C/9 rate.
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Figure 4.3.11 shows the schematic structure evolution upon galvanostatic charge at
different C rates. More amorphous phases are produced upon Fe2+ oxidation at high C rate so the
crystalline phase composition observed at high C rate is lithium richer than the one at low C rate.
The capacity being charged can be derived from the amorphous phase. Then lithium rich
amorphous phases are utilized as a lithium-ion source for the subsequent Mn2+ oxidation which
subsequently results in smaller changes of crystalline phase Li composition than the expected
value. For example, the Li composition changes from 0.69 to 0.58 which cannot satisfactory
explain the charge capacity (60mAh/g). Therefore, the amorphous phase is necessary and
existing through all the charge protocol. On the contrary, at low C rate, less amorphous are
produced so the crystalline phase observed after Fe2+ oxidation is lithium poorer (~0.59)than the
one at high C rate (-0.69). Due to limited amount of amorphous phase, most of the lithium ion
will be extracted from the crystalline phase during Mn2+ oxidation that the relative crystalline Li
composition changes are larger (Li = 0.59 to 0.52 or 0-0.4) compared to those at high C rate.
However, we do not exclude the possibility of amorphous phase at the end of charge since the
activation barrier for crystallization is still higher than amorphization. This illustrates the
overpotential dependent amorphization occurs in the Lii_.xFei.yMnyPO 4 system.
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Figure 4.3.11 Schematic of structure evolution upon galvanostatic charge in Lii.xMno.4Feo. 6PO4.
High C rate: 1 C and C/2 rate; low C rate: C/9 rate. "c" indicates the crystalline phase. The Li
composition in each crystalline phase is estimated by Vegard's law assuming a complete solid
solution.
Two separate potentiostatic tests were performed to investigate the reaction types for
Fe2+/Fe3+ and Mn2+/Mn3+ in Lii.xFeo.6Mno.4PO 4. Figure 4.3.12A shows the in-situ XRD spectra
with applied potential of 4.OV vs. Li/Lie, and it clearly shows two phases, LMFP and LyMFP,
coexist as reaction proceeds. There is no doubt that these two phases are attributed to the reaction
of Fe2+/Fe3+ redox couple since the potential is not high enough to oxidize Mn2+. Also, more
solid-solution phases (LyMFP) are formed in samples with 40% Mn substitution compared to the
one with 10% Mn. Furthermore, overpotential effect can also be observed in potentiostatic tests.
At the end of the potentiostatic test, the reaction current is essentially low. As a consequence, the
overpotential is reaching the maximum value given the overvoltage is fixed. Here, we found high
overpotential can drive the crystallization of the amorphous phase.
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Figure 4.3.12B shows another test condition for this material: Eappi = 4.5V vs. Li/Lie.
Voltage above 4.5V vs. Li/Lie may cause electrolyte decomposition that may further lead to
irreversible damage to the material. So in this study, we set the cutoff voltage as 4.5V either in
galvanostatic or potentiostatic tests. Here, two two-phase reactions were clearly observed under
this test condition (Eappi = 4.5V vs. Li/Li*). The first two-phase reaction is between LMFP and
LyMFP, and LyMFP peak is shifting from the capacity of 101mAh/g to 130.7mAh/g, indicating a
solid solution. The second two-phase reaction between LyMFP and MFP starts from
-130.7mAh/g to "Rest". The peak positions for fully delithiated phase MFP is 9.110 which is
expected in Figure 4.3.1. In addition, the extensive solid solution between the capacities of
lOlmAh/g to 130.7mAh/g is the simultaneous oxidation of Fe2+ and Mn2+ in the transition zone
between two voltage plateaus.
The appearance and growth of the MFP phase formation is mainly because of the high
overpotential at the end of the test and recrystallization of amorphous phase under such
conditions. Misfit strain energy relaxation is also important in this regime. The detailed modeling
for the activation barrier for each transition state in this series of samples is not yet available now,
but experimental results show quite different phase transition behavior compared to the phase
diagram obtained by chemical oxidation/reduction1 or by first principle calculations.
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Figure 4.3.12 Potentiostatic tests with applied voltage of (A) 4.0V and (B) 4.5V vs. Li/Li* for
sample C. The collection time for each spectrum is ~-40 seconds. The number shown above each
spectrum indicates the charged capacity. "Start" and "Rest" represent the spectrum collected
before and 20 minutes after charge or discharge, respectively. "LMFP" and "LyMFP" stand for
the respective lithiated and intermediate phase. "MFP" is the fully delithiated state. The overall
data collection time for each test is more than 4 hours despite of the reaction current is
essentially low. The cutoff current used here is equivalent to I = C/50.
Eelctrodes, cycled to different SOC or SOD, were tested by ex-situ XRD with
synchrotron radiation. Figure 4.3.13(A) shows the ex-situ XRD results, and unexpectedly only
one crystalline phase was observed for SOC <60% upon charge although two two-phase
reactions have been observed in in-situ experiments. The lithium concentration derived from
refined lattice parameter, assuming only one existing crystalline phase, cannot be reconciled with
the electrochemical data if Vegard's law is strictly followed. There are several points that are
worth to be mentioned. First of all, the amorphous phase is required in the Rietveld refinement in
order to satisfy the phase fraction according to the amount of the internal reference standard
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added. Second, the (200) peak position obviously does not shift systematically with SOC, and a
second phase was observed at 70% SOC. At the beginning of charge (<10% SOC), the (200)
peak position stays nearly the same with only 0.5% difference in lattice parameter. This cannot
explain the 10% capacity being charged. But the shrinkage of the LMFP unit cell volume at 10%
SOC is the indication of the Li nonstoichiometry in the lithiated phases which is commonly seen
in olivine materials. Through all the SOC, the degree of peak shift will not account for the
charged capacity if one-phase reaction is followed. Third, the amorphous phase actually
increases once the cell is being charged and keeps increasing until 60% SOC as shown in Figure
4.3.13(B). The increase in amorphous phase fraction with simultaneous decrease of the
crystalline solid solution phase indicates that these two phases are closely related. This is evident
that the reaction type is not based on single-phase reaction where lithium ions can only be
withdrawn homogeneously from one crystalline phase. Finally, at 60% SOC, the amorphous
phase reaches its maximum and suddenly decreases at 70% SOC. In the mean time, another
nearly fully delithiated phase (MFP) emerges. This strongly suggests that the effect of re-
crystallization, especially when the system is approaching equilibrium. The appearance of the
MFP phase may be also due to the misfit strain energy relaxation at 70% SOC .
Note in sample C, the amorphous phase fraction varies from 0 to -50% with less than 0.1
mole lithium concentration over the charging process (Figure 4.3.13(C)), while in sample A, the
amorphous phase fraction only accumulates up to -10% during charge but with very wide
variation in lithium ion concentration(0-0.6mole). The main difference here is the extent of
inter-particle ionic diffusion. Since more amorphous phases are present, there is more chance for
Li ions to diffuse to either LyMFP or MFP crystalline phase due to the potential difference
between phases. Thus, the lithium ion concentration is substantially low over the course of
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cycling. However, in sample A, the maximum amorphous phase amount upon charging process
is -10wt% which is not as efficient as sample C for inter-particle diffusion. As a result, we
concluded that the single solid solution phase observed in ex-situ XRD for sample C is actually
the combination of the crystalline and amorphous phase in equilibrium.
Figure 4.3.14 shows the XRD spectra as well as the refined phase fractions for sample C
upon discharge. Similar to in-situ data, the LyMFP peak shift gradually upon discharge. In fact,
the amorphous phase plays an important role in determining the final composition of the detected
crystalline phase.
To conclude, two two-phase reactions are responsible for Fe and Mn redox reactions in
sample C even though only one single crystalline phase is observed in ex-situ XRD. The ex-situ
result shows the simultaneous and mutual interactions of the crystalline phase and amorphous
phase. Only in-situ dynamic tests can reflect the real reaction type during battery uses.
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Figure 4.3.13 (A) Ex-situ synchrotron XRD for sample C collected at various state of charge
(SOC). Samples were first charged to different SOC and dissembled in the glove box. Silicon
internal standard was added to each sample to quantify the amorphous phases. (B) Phase fraction
evolution for lithiated, delithiated as well as amorphous phase with SOC. The electrochemical
charge curve was plotted for reference. Note different cells were used to prepare samples with
different SOC. (C) Li concentration in the amorphous phase as a function of state of charge
(SOC) calculated based on mass balance.
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Figure 4.3.14 (A) Ex-situ synchrotron XRD for sample C collected at various state of charge
(SOC). Samples were first charged to 4.5V vs. Li/Lie, discharged to different SOD and
dissembled in the glove box. The SOD was converted to SOC for simplicity. Silicon internal
standard was added to each sample to quantify the amorphous phases. (B) Phase fraction
evolution for crystalline phase as well as amorphous phase with SOC. The electrochemical
charge curve was plotted for reference. Note different cells were used to prepare samples with
different SOC.
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4.3.4 Misfit strain and rate capability
The large misfit strain between two phases can drive the interface dislocation to nucleate
and cause the interface to become incoherent that kinetic limitation should be considered. On the
contrary, small misfit strain can form coherent interface which facilitates fast phase
transformations. One example of tuning lattice misfit is the particle size effect. For particle size
greater than 1 00nm (volume misfit strain =-6.5%) the interface between two phases is
incoherent that nucleation is the rate-limiting step. A nucleation barrier has to be overcome by
applying higher driving force (i.e.overpotentials) during phase transformation. However, for
nanoscale sample (<100nm), the volume misfit strain is decreased (<6%) so that the nuclei
formed will propagate through the particle. The nucleation barrier can be easily overcome upon
phase transformation. We know of no high rate capability can be attained in samples with high
misfit strain. For example, LiMnPO 4 has a volume misfit strain about 11% that the phase
transformation kinetics is extremely slow. Therefore, one way to design the high rate or high
power capability battery is through the small misfit strain between two phases upon phase
transition.
In the Lii.xFe1.yMnyPO 4 system, the lattice misfit can be manipulated by adequately
replacing Fe with Mn. As shown in Figure 4.3.1, for y <0.5, the misfit strain between LMFP and
LyMFP or LyMFP and MFP is considered smaller than the one between LiFePO4 and
FePO4(y=O). High power capability is expected. Figure 4.3.15 shows the comparison in rate
capability for LiFePO4 and Lii.xFei.yMnyPO 4 . It clearly shows as cycling C rate increase, Lii.
xFeiyMnyPO 4 has less capacity decay and better capacity retention compared to LiFePO 4. It is
worth to point out that the negligible difference in capacity at lower C rate (<5C) may be due to
amorphization. Amorphization has been shown to be particle size, overpotential, and misfit strain
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dependent. Although the small misfit strain is beneficial for rate capability, amorphization
occurring at certain overpotentials weakens the misfit strain effect. Thus, not much capacity
difference was observed among different compositions. However, as high C rate is employed
(50C), crystalline-to-crystalline phase transformation is preferred that the misfit strain effect
prevails. Small misfit strain in Lii.xFei..yMnyPO 4 (y = 0.1, 0.2) shows the highest capacity
retention at 50C. In addition, the misfit strain for Mn redox couple (y = 0.6) is almost identical to
the one for Fe redox couple (y=0) in LiFePO 4 that lower rate performance is observed compared
to samples with y=0.1 or y = 0.2. Of course, the electronic structure due to the Mn substitution
should also be considered since the battery material is an electronic/ionic mixed conductor. In
summary, there are many ways to design a new material used in high power applications, and
misfit strain is definitely an effective parameter to be considered in future battery material
exploration.
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Figure 4.3.15 Rate capability for samples LiFePO4 and Lii-xFei.yMnyPO 4 (y = 0.1, 0.2, 0.6).
High rate capability is demonstrated in the Lii.xFei-yMnyPO 4 due to smaller misfit strain between
two end members upon phase transition.
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4.4 Conclusion
We have shown that the phase transition behavior is composition, misfit strain and
overpotential dependent in the Lii.xFei.yMnyPO 4 system as well as in the LiFePO 4 system.
Overpotential-dependent amorphization and overpotential-driven crystallization are profound in
LiixFei.yMnyPO4. In Lii.xFeo.9Mno.IPO 4, a two-phase reaction is responsible for the Fe redox
couple whereas a single-phase reaction is dominant in Mn redox couple due to the small misfit
strain (1.5%) between Lo. 1MFP and MFP phases. Unlike Lii.xFeo.9Mno.1PO 4, Lii.xFeo.6Mno.4PO4
shows two two-phase reactions in in-situ tests although only one single-phase was observed in
ex-situ tests. The inconsistency between ex-situ and in-situ tests can be resolved by the
incorporation of the amorphous phase and explained by inter-crystallite ion transportation. In
addition, high rate capability due to the minimization of the misfit strain is also considered as an
effect way for future battery material design.
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CHAPTER 5
5. FUTURE WORK
5.1 Defect chemistry of doped LiFePO 4
To further test the solid solubility of dopants in olivines, Zr4* was chosen as the model
dopant. Samples with different Zr4* concentrations were synthesized and analyzed by X-ray
diffraction. As shown in Figure 5.1.1, the unit cell volume increases linearly with overall Zr4*
concentration up to 12% that suggests continued incorporation of Zr4* into the olivine structure.
Even though other impurities, such as NASCION, have been observed as more than 5% Zr4* ions
were introduced into the olivine structure, the appearance of the impurities does not mean the
solid solubility has been exceeded in terms of Gibbs phase rule. The actual Zr* solubility have
been identified by combining neutron diffraction technique with which the composition of light
elements (Li) can be exactly measured. 4 Interestingly, the unit cell volumes keep increasing with
Zr** concentration above 12% and reach a constant unit cell volume at approximately 18 at%.
This result implies that doping mechanism other than Li site substitution/Li vacancy
compensation has been followed, and more structural data from neutron diffraction are needed in
order to explain the unique lattice expansion when Zr 4*concentrations are above 12%.
Neutron diffraction experiments were performed at beam line "POWGEN" in Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. Detailed structural analysis combining both the Xray and neutron
diffraction are still underway. Understanding the relationship between atom arrangements and
the defect chemistry can definitely help the design and improvements in energy storage materials.
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Figure 5.1.1 Unit cell volume expansion for Zr-doped samples shows nearly linear increase with
increasing Zr doping level up to 12%. Above 12%, the unit cell volume increases as well and
implies different defect compensation mechanism.
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5.2 In-situ neutron diffraction
Neutron diffraction is a complementary technique to X-ray diffraction since neutrons
interact with materials differently than X-rays. X-rays interact primarily with the electron cloud
surrounding each atom, and the contribution to the diffracted x-ray intensity is therefore larger
for atoms with a large atomic number (Z) than it is for atoms with a small Z. In contrast,
neutrons interact directly with the nucleus of the atom, and the contribution to the diffracted
intensity is different for each isotope; for example, regular hydrogen and deuterium contribute
differently. It is also often the case that light (low Z) atoms contribute strongly to the diffracted
intensity even in the presence of large Z atoms. The scattering length varies from isotope to
isotope rather than linearly with the atomic number. This is very important in characterizing Li
containing materials since Li atoms diffract more neutrons than X-rays.
Therefore, Li atom positions can be exactly determined, and the migration of Li atoms
can be monitored by using neutron diffraction. The amount of Li ions in each phase, the
crystalline or amorphous phase, and the transition between these two phases can be resolved
dynamically. In addition, the defect chemistry and Li transport mechanisms of olivines under
dynamic charge or discharge will be clearly understood that are beneficial for future battery
material design and cell optimization.
The challenges for this experiment are the following. First of all, minimization of the
background from the electrolyte and the anode that contain Li ions can greatly reduce the
background noise. Second, improvement of the cell by using neutron-friendly vanadium case,
and increment of the cathode active materials can effectively enhance the S/N ratio. With the
advancement of these approaches, one may expect to have a clearer phase transition map that
may affect the battery performance.
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